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ABSTRACT 

A block demodulator for the noncoherent demodulation of M-ary FSK sig-
nals multiplexed in frequency has been built and tested. The various users' 
signals are separated and demodulated with the use of the discrete Fourier 
transform. The demodulator is capable of handling 16/M users. The bit er-
ror performance in the presence of system noise has been measured for 
M = 2-, 4-, 8-, and 16-ary FSK with a symbol period of 50 ps. The measured 
implementation loss depends on the specific channel location within the 
demodulator's bandwidth, varying from 0.2 dB for the best channel alloca-
tions to 2.6 dB for the worst. The effects of frequency offsets and ad-
jacent channel interference are characterized with both a rectangular and a 
Kaiser-Bessel (a = 1.4) window. For small frequency errors the rectangular 
window still performs well, but for larger offsets or large differences in 
power levels between the users the Kaiser-Bessel window is better. 
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A A/D input scaling factor 
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Re  coded bit rate 
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Rs  symbol rate 
R(k) 	discrete Fourier transform of r(n) 
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S(f) 	power spectral density 
SNR signal-to-noise ratio 
T sampling period 
Tb bit period 
Tc  coded bit period 
Th hopping period 
Ts  symbol period 
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u(n) 	unit step sequence 
Um  decision variables 
v(t) 	received IF signal 
w(t) 	continuous-time window function 
w(n) 	discrete-time window function 
W(f) 	frequency response of the window sequence w(n) 
z(t) 	complex envelop of the received noise process 
a channel attenuation 
6(n) 	unit impulse sequence 
Af half of the FSK tone spacing 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 	INTRODUCTION 

Block demodulation, in which several signals are demodulated by a com-
mon processor is a requirement for some multiple access communication sys-
tems. One application where block demodulation is needed is for satellite 
systems which use spread spectrum communications and processing onboard the 
satellite to provide protection against interference. These systems would 
use frequency shift keying (FSK) for data modulation and the various users' 
signals are multiplexed in frequency. In this report, a block demodulator 
designed to provide demodulation for several FSK signals multiplexed in fre-
quency is described. The demodulator makes use of digital signal processing 
techniques and is implemented with commercial microprocessors and digital 
electronics. 

Frequency-hopping spread spectrum is often used to provide interference 
rejection capabilities for data transmision systems [1]-[3]. It is cur-
rently being studied for use in satellite communication systems which may be 
required to maintain reliable communications even under adverse conditions 
with intentional interference present. For such a situation, rather than 
having the satellite simply act as a repeater and hence retransmit the in-
terference as well as the desired signals, it is desirable for the satellite 
to recover the transmitted data onboard and retransmit a "clean" signal. 
The system should be capable of handling several signals at once, and to 
keep the size, weight and power consumption to a minimum, block demodulation 
is necessary. 

Block demodulation generally makes use of Fourier transform techniques 
to separate signals multiplexed in frequency. Also, for the noncoherent 
demodulation of FSK signals, the Fourier transform is equivalent to the op-
timum matched filter and therefore the various signals can be both separated 
and demodulated with one Fourier transforming block. This requires that the 
symbol timing of each of the received FSK signals be synchronized with each 
other. As well, frequency synchronization between each of the users and the 
receiver is required since the receiver cannot separately synchronize itself 
with each of the individual users. 

The Fourier transform can be performed with a variety of technologies. 
One implementation of a block demodulator makes use of a surface acoustic 
wave (SAW) device for the Fourier transforming operation. Charge coupled 
devices have also been considered for the implementation of a block demodu-
lator. Use of the discrete Fourier transform has not previously been 
seriously considered due to the limited processing speeds of digital elec-
tronics of the day, but with current digital technology, digital signal pro-
cessing and the discrete Fourier transform should now allow the 
implementation of a digital block demodulator which can handle a reasonable 
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number of users with data symbol rates on the order of tens of kilosymbols 

per second. 

1.2 	PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

For the onboard-the-satellite processing of frequency division multi-

plexed signals, block demodulation is required. Digital block demodulation 

which uses the discrete Fourier transform is studied in this project with 

the intention of demonstrating that the current digital technology is capa-

ble of the processing speeds required for onboard processing of 

frequency-hopping signals. Thus a digital block demodulator for FSK signals 
is to be demonstrated, and the performance characterized. Because in a real 

system, maintaining perfect frequency synchronization between the various 

users would be very difficult, the effect of frequency misalignments between 
the users and the receiver will be considered. Nonuniform receiver window-
ing can be used to lessen the effect of frequency errors and interference, 
and thus the choice of a receiver window is to be addressed. As well, the 
demodulator design should address the effects of quantization and truncation 
inherent in the digital processing. 

1.3 	OUTLINE 

Chapter 2 begins with an introduction of spread spectrum techniques and 
applications, with an emphasis on frequency-hopping systems and their inter-
ference rejection capabilities. A typical frequency-hopping system for 
satellite communications which employs onboard processing is then discussed 
in more detail to show the need for block demodulation. Following this the 
report focuses on noncoherent demodulation of FSK signals, and an analysis 
of the discrete Fourier transform-based demodulator is presented to show 
that the performance is equivalent to that of the optimum analog matched 
filter demodulator. Receiver windowing is then introduced and its effects 
characterized. 

In chapter 3, the design and implementation of a digital block demodu-
lator is presented. The implications of the sampling rate are discussed. 
The algorithm for calculating the DFT is analysed and simulation of the ef-
fect of both windowing and the finite register length of the microprocessor 
on the frequency response of the DFT is presented for several window func-
tions. 

In chapter 4, the performance measurements for the block demodulator 
implementation are presented. The performance with two different windows is 
measured in the presence of system noise, and frequency errors. The effect 
of co-channel and adjacent channel interference is measured. 

The results of the measurements are summarized in chapter 5. A compar-
ison with a SAW-based demodulator previously tested [4] is then given, fol-
lowed by suggestions for further studies related to the work presented in 
this report. 
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CHAPTER 2 

FREQUENCY-HOPPING SYSTEM CONCEPTS 

2.1 	INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, spread spectrum systems are discussed with an emphasis 
on techniques for the reception of frequency-hopping spread spectrum sig-
nals. The material presented is meant to give a theoretical base for the 
block demodulator discussed in chapter 3, designed to be part of an 
onboard-the-satellite signal processing system for spread spectrum satellite 
communications. 

2.2 	SPREAD SPECTRUM TECHNIQUES 

In spread spectrum communications, the transmitted signal bandwidth is 
made much greater than the minimum required information bandwidth by modu-
lating a conventional information-carrying narrowband signal with a broad-
band encoding or spreading waveform as shown in Figure 2.1. The receiver 
multiplies the incoming signal with a replica of the spreading waveform, 
which collapses the transmitted signal back into its original bandwidth and 
allows conventional demodulation to recover the transmitted information. 
Spread spectrum is used in applications which may include interference re-
jection, secure communications, covert communications, or multiple-access 
systems. 
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WIDE  BAND 
ENCODING 
WAVEFORM 

STORED 
REPLICA OF 
ENCODING 
WAVEFORM 

DEMODULATOR 

Figure 2.1 : A general spread spectrum transmission system. 
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The various forms of spread spectrum are distinguished by the charac-

teristics of the encoding waveform used for spectrum spreading. The two 

most common spread spectrum techniques are frequency-hopping and direct se-

quence. 

In a frequency-hopping system, the spreading waveform is generated by a 

frequency agile oscillator whose output rapidly switches frequencies in a 

known pattern. Figure 2.2 illustrates the spectrum use over time with a 

frequency-hopping system. Effectively, the total transmission bandwidth is 
divided into several channels, each with a bandwidth equal to the bandwidth 
of the signal before spreading. The transmitted signal occupies only one of 
these channels at any given time and "hops" from channel to channel in the 
pattern of the agile oscillator. 

4 
Frequency 

Time 

Figure 2.2 : Spectrum use over time for a frequency-hopping sys-
tem. 

With a direct sequence system, the spectrum spreading is achieved by 
modulating the information-carrying signal with a pseudo-noise (PN) sequence 
whose bit rate is much greater than the data symbol rate. The transmitted 
bandwidth is then determined by the bandwidth of the PN sequence. A PN se-
quence is a deterministic binary sequence which has properties very similar 
to those of a random binary sequence. Thus the sequence is apparently ran- 
dom, but may be duplicated by others who know the key (the method used to 
generate the sequence). 
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The subject of this report is a demodulator suitable for a 
frequency-hopping spread spectrum receiver. Before discussing the details 
of frequency-hopping systems, it is worthwhile to note the motivation for 
using frequency-hopping in digital communication systems. 

2.3 	FREQUENCY-HOPPING APPLICATIONS 

Frequency-hopping spread spectrum systems were initially used in mili-
tary applications to provide protection against interference produced by an 
enemy trying to disrupt radio communications. As well, frequency-hopping 
may be used to provide covert communications which avoids enemy interference 
by making it difficult for the enemy to detect the transmission. When data 
security is required, frequency-hopping may be used to provide some degree 
of message privacy. The multiple access capabilities of spread spectrum 
have prompted the consideration of frequency-hopping systems for civilian 
applications of mobile radio and satellite communications. 

2.3.1 	Interference Rejection 

Consider the environment depicted in Figure 2.3 in which an enemy 
(jammer) intercepts the transmitted signal and attempts to interfere with 
the information recovery at the receiver. If the communicator is using con-
ventional narrowband digital communications, the jammer may then be able to 
mimic the communicator's signal and confuse the receiver. This can be done 
if the jammer has knowledge of the channel frequency and bandwidth and the 
type of modulation being used by the communicator. Even with knowledge only 
of the channel frequency and bandwidth the jammer can severely disrupt a 
narrowband transmission. 

?" 
JAMMER I 

Figure 2.3 : A hostile communications environment. 
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Knowing this, the communicator may resort to frequency-hopping techni-

ques in which the carrier frequency of the transmitted signal is rapidly 

changed over a wide bandwidth in an apparently random, or pseudo-random pat-

tern known only to the transmitter and intended receiver. A narrowband jam-

ming signal will only affect the recovered information during the instants 

in which the transmitted signal hops into one of the few channels occupied 

by the jammer. As long as the hopping bandwidth is made large enough then 

the percentage of time for which the transmitter occupies a jammed channel 
will be low, and if there is suitable encoding or redundancy introduced into 
the data transmission to correct errors made when they do occupy the same 

channel, the integrity of the recovered data can be maintained. This forces 
the jammer to spread his signal energy over a wider bandwidth to increase 
the probability that at least some of his energy is interfering with the 
data transmission. Assuming the jammer has an average power constraint on 
his jamming signal, as the signal is spread to cover more channels, the jam-
ming energy in each of those channels will be less, so that although the 
percentage of time for which the jammer interferes increases, the effect of 
that interference is less. Thus introducing an element of apparent random- 
ness into the method of data transmission results in a lower susceptibility 
to interference. 

2.3.2 	Covert Communications 

A system designed to make the detection of the transmitted signal dif-
ficult for an enemy makes use of low probability of intercept (LPI) signals. 
Because the transmission rapidly hops from channel to channel in a 
frequency-hopping system, over time the signal energy is spread over a very 
large bandwidth and the power level will be low in any given narrow 
bandwidth, making detection less likely. Therefore frequency-hopping spread 
spectrum may in some situations be suitable for covert communications. 
There is a conflict in trying to design a system which has both jamming re-
jection capabilities and LPI properties, because high transmission power is 
desired for the former and low power is required for the latter. Thus sys-
tems are designed to provide one capability or the other, but not usually 
both at the same time. 

2.3.3 	Secure Communications 

Spread spectrum systems have an inherent degree of data security as a 
result of the pseudo-random spreading waveform. An eavesdropper must have 
knowledge of the code sequence used to generate the spreading waveform in 
order to intercept the transmitted data. If a sophisticated eavesdropper 
has the capability of determining the pseudo-random code sequence by observ-
ing the communicator's signal for a suitable length of time, the communica-
tor and intended receiver may agree to change the code pattern at set 
intervals. As well, they may use codes which are not periodic, making it 
very difficult for the eavesdropper to predict the sequence without 
knowledge of how the code is produced. The transmission is truly secure to 
the extent that the code sequence is secure. 
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2.3.4 	Multiple Access Systems 

With a frequency-hopping multiple access system, many users may share 
the same entire frequency band at the same time because the encoding 
provided by the spreading process allows the desired signal to be dis-
tinguished from all other users and other interference. The advantage this 
type of system has over the conventional forms of multiple access such as 
frequency division multiple access (FDMA) and time division multiple access 
(TDMA) is the inherent frequency diversity of a frequency-hopping system. 
This is desirable in a selective frequency-fading environment typical of 
mobile radio channels. 

The system considered in this project uses frequency-hopping to provide 
protection against jamming for satellite communications. Rather than acting 
as a simple repeater, the satellites will have onboard processing to recover 
the transmitted data and remodulate the recovered data for the downlink 
transmission. This avoids retransmitting any jamming signals and allows 
multiple-users' signals to be separated and routed to different downlink an-
tenna beams. Thus the frequency-hopping systems further discussed in this 
report are suitable for such satellite communications with onboard process-
ing. 

2.4 	FREQUENCY-HOPPING SYSTEMS 

Frequency-hopping systems may be distinguished as either fast hopping 
or slow hopping systems, depending on the rate at which the carrier fre-
quency hops. Fast hopping is the case when there is one or more frequency 
hop for each transmitted data symbol and slow hopping is the case when two 
or more data symbols are transmitted per frequency hop. In a hostile en-
vironment, fast hopping is used to avoid follower jamming. A follower 
jammer intercepts the transmitted signal, determines which channel is cur-
rently in use and jams that particular channel. To be effective, the jam-
ming energy must reach the receiver before the transmission hops to a new 
channel. A fast hopping system is studied in this project. Because it 
would be difficult to maintain phase references at the receiver for each of 
the possible channels in a fast frequency-hopping system, noncoherent demo-
dulation is generally used. Typically, noncoherent M-ary frequency shift 
keying (NCFSK) is used. 

Figure 2.4 shows a block diagram of a frequency-hopped transmitter in 
which M-ary FSK is used for data modulation. The binary data from the in-
formation source have a period Tb s and a rate Rb bits/s. Error-correction 
(EC) encoding may be used which produces data at a rate Re  — Rb/r bits/s, 
where r is the code-rate of the EC encoder. The encoder output is converted 
to M-ary symbols which determine which one of M tones is generated by the 
M-ary FSK modulator. The carrier frequency is hopped at a rate Rh  
where L is an integer greater than or equal to one for a fast hopping sys-
tem. When L is greater than one, there is time diversity built into the 
system because each symbol is repeated over L different hops. 



ERROR 
CORRECTION 
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Figure 2.4 : A frequency-hopping transmitter with M-ary FSK modu-
lation. 

In the system shown, different users are separated by conventional FDMA 
before the carrier frequency is hopped. For practical reasons, this would 
be the case for a satellite uplink when the satellite employs onboard pro-
cessing because each user then has the same hopping pattern. In such a case 
there is only one dehopping synthesizer needed on the satellite, whereas if 
frequency-hopping multiple access is used, each user has a different hopping 
pattern and the satellite would require a dehopping synthesizer for each 
user. 

At the receiver, shown in Figure 2.5, the signal is dehopped using a 
locally generated hopping waveform. The various users, multiplexed in fre-
quency, will each have a noncoherent FSK demodulator and decoding to recover 
the transmitted data. Furthermore, diversity combining is used for the case 
of L > 1. The remainder of this chapter deals with the processing of the 
dehopped waveform to produce demodulated data for each of the users. 
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Figure 2.5 : A receiver for a frequency-hopping system with M-ary 
FSK. 

2.5 	DEMODULATION OF DEHOPPED MULTIPLE-USER M-ARY NCFSK SIGNALS 

For each symbol period, the transmitted FSK signal before hopping will 
have the form 

sm (t) = J2E5/T5  cos[2ff(fc  + amAf)t] 	 (2.5-1) 

where am  is data dependent and takes on the values ±1, ±3, 	±(M-1) 
determined by 

Es  is the transmitted symbol energy, T s  is the symbol period, and 2Af is the 
frequency spacing of the FSK tones. For orthogonal NCFSK this spacing is an 
integer multiple of 1/T5 . The signal sm(t) can be expressed as 

sm (t) = Re[um (t)exp(j2wfct)] 	 (2.5-3) 

where um (t) is the complex envelop and is given by 

um (t) 	J2E5/T5  exp(j2ffa1 Aft). 	 (2.5-4) 

The symbol energy is given by 



cos(2e[(M- 2m+1)àf + fc ]r) 
m-1 

g(t-nT s )g(t+r-nTs ) 

(2.5-8) 

E s  

— MT 
n--co 

g(r)*g( - r)cos(2e[(M-2m+1)àf + fc ]r) (2.5-9) 315. 

Es  — I - sm‘(t) dt 
0 

Ts  
— 1/2 	lum(t)1 2  dt. 

0 

10 

(2.5-5) 

The power spectral density of the NCFSK signal before hopping is of in-

terest and is derived by first finding the autocorrelation function. The 

long terni  transmitted signal is 

CO 

s(t) 	2_ g(t-nT5 )Re(umn(t-nT5 )exp(j2efct +  jeu)) 	(2.5-6) 

n--co 

where g(t) is given by 

{ 1, 0 	t 	Ts  
g(t) 

0, otherwise 

(2.5 - 7) 

and en  is a random phase uniformly distributed over (0,270 and independent 
from symbol to symbol. The autocorrelation function is [5] 

Rs (t,t+r) 	E(s(t)s(t+r)) 

where E( • ) denotes expectation. Since Rs (t,t+r) is a function of t and in 
fact is periodic in t with period Ts , s(t) is a cyclostationary process and 
the autocorrelation function must be averaged over one period before pro-
ceeding to find the power spectral density of s(t). The average autocor-
relation function is 

R5 (r) — 
1
— s 

Ts 

0 R
s (t,t+r) dt T 

 

where * denotes the convolution operation. The power spectral density is 
determined by the Fourier transform of equation (2.5-9), the result being 
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G[f - (M-2i+1)Af - fc 11 2  + IG[f + (M-2i+1)Af + f c 11 2  S 5 (f) — 

-4/Ts  -3/Ts  -2/Ts  -1/T s  3/Ts 	4/Ts  

Frequency 
1/T 5  2/Ts  

(2.5-10) 

where G(f) is the Fourier transform of g(t). From the definition of g(t) in 
equation (2.5-7), IG(f)1 2  is 

1 2 	T5 2 sinc 2 (T5 f) , 	 (2.5-11) 

which is shown in Figure 2.6. Thus the power spectral density of an NCFSK 
signal is the superposition of the squared magnitude of the spectrum of the 
baseband pulse shape centered on the FSK tone frequencies. 

I G(f )I 2  = T5 2 s inc 2 ( T 5 f) 

Figure 2.6 : The squared magnitude of the Fourier transform of the 
rectangular baseband pulse g(t). 

When the received signal is simply a uniformly delayed and attenuated 
version of the transmitted signal corrupted only by additive Gaussian noise, 
an optimum processing algorithm can be derived which minimizes the 



Re(r(t)exp(j2nfo t)) (2.5-12) 

(2.5-16) 
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probability that the recovered data is in error. The form of this optimum 

processing is discussed in the next section. 

2.5.1 	The Optimum Receiver 

When there is no time diversity (i.e. L = 1 and Rh — Rs ) and the only 

degradation is additive Gaussian noise, over a single symbol period the re-

ceived signal after dehopping will be 

v(t) = Re([um(t)aexp(j8) + z(t)]exp(j2nfot)) 

where a is the channel attenuation, e is a random phase uniformly distri-
buted over (0,2/0 resulting from the noncoherent hopping and dehopping, and 
z(t) represents the equivalent lowpass additive noise with zero mean and 
variance No . The optimum receiver [6] computes the M decision variables 

Ts  
Um  — 	r(t)um* (t) dt  

0 

or equivalently, 
Ts  

Um  — II v(t)um* (t)exp(-j2wfot) dt1 
0 

1 lTs  
v(t)12E 5/T 5exp(-j2wfmt) dtl 

0 

where fm  is the mth FSK tone frequency given by 

(2.5-13) 

(2.5-14) 

fm 	fo  - (M + 1 - 2m)Af, m 	1, 2, 	M. 	(2.5-15) 

A noncoherent demodulator for dehopped M-ary FSK signals for the more 
general case in which there is time diversity is shown in Figure 2.7. The 
dehopped signal is passed to a bank of M energy detectors tuned to the FSK 
signaling frequencies. The outputs of the energy detectors are sampled at 
the end of each hopping period and combined over a symbol period. The deci-
sion device chooses the symbol corresponding to the combining output with 
the largest amplitude at the end of a symbol period. 

The diversity combining may make use of soft or hard decisions, depend-
ing on the function f(.). If soft decision combining is used, symbol deci-
sions are based on 
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um  - 	 Umk' . 

k-1 

(2.5-18) 
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where Umk is the sampled output of the mth energy detector after the kth  

hop. 

With hard decision combining, after each hop a decision is made for 

each energy detector output as follows: 

Umk' { 1, Umk > c 

0, Umk 	c, 

where c is an appropriate threshold level. The final symbol decision is 

based on 

(2.5-17) 

When the received signal is degraded only by additive white Gaussian 
noise, the optimum demodulator makes use of soft decision combining, but 
when there is intentional jamming present at the receiver input, soft deci-
sions may no longer be optimum and the performance with hard decision com-
bining may be closer to the optimum. Indeed the optimum combining function 
f( • ) changes as the form of the jamming signal changes, and there is no sin-
gle f(.) which is optimum for all jamming signals. 

The implementation of the energy detectors in Figure 2.7 can be 
achieved directly as shown in the figure, using 2M analog mixers and in-
tegrators, and M summers and local oscillators for each user. For block 
demodulation in which several signals separated by FDMA are demodulated at 
the same time, if either M or the number of users is large the direct im-
plementation is cumbersome because of the number of components required, and 
alternatives are studied which make use of spectral analysis techniques. 
The spectral analysis receiver is equivalent to the direct implementation 
but when the number of frequencies to be processed is large the spectral 
analysis receiver will be much less complex than the direct implementation. 
A spectral analysis system makes use of surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices 
or digital signal processing to generate the decision variables. 

2.5.2 	The Spectral Analysis Receiver 

With a spectral analysis receiver, the decision variables are obtained 
by inspecting the spectrum of the received signal at the appropriate fre-
quencies. The decision variables given in equation (2.5-14) may be rewrit-
ten as 

Um  — IfTs v(t)1 2 E s/Tsexp(-j2efmt) dt1 
0 

v(t)w(t).1 2 E5/T5exp(-j2nfmt) dt l  
-œ 



Um  
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= j2E5/T5  IF{v(t)w(t))1 
f = fm  

(2.5-19) 

where w(t) is a rectangular time function with unit amplitude on the time 
interval 0 	t Ts  and zero amplitude otherwise, and F(.) denotes the 
Fourier transform operation. 	Thus, the decision variables are samples of 
the magnitude of the Fourier transform of the input windowed over the symbol 
period. 

SAW devices can be used in the implementation of a spectral analysis 
receiver. SAW devices can be used to perform a chirp transform in which 
output time represents input frequency, and the frequency domain samples or 
decision variables are obtained by sampling the chirp transformer output at 
the correct instants in time [4]. A block demodulator implemented with a 
SAW chirp transformer has been investigated [4] and the results indicated 
this approach gives very good performance. 

An alternative implementation of a spectral analysis receiver is to use 
digital signal processing techniques and the discrete Fourier transform. 
With the ever increasing processing speeds available for digital components, 
a discrete Fourier transform-based block demodulator is a viable alternative 
to the analog implementations. A digital implementation of a Fourier 
transforming block demodulator is the focus of this project. 

2.5.3 Digital Demodulation Techniques 

With digital processing, it is convenient to generate a low pass 
equivalent of the received signal. A complex baseband representation can be 
obtained as shown in Figure 2.8 [7]. The received bandpass signal is split 
into two arms and one arm is multiplied by 2cos(27rfe t) while the other is 
multiplied by -2sin(271- fc t). The inphase and quadrature components of r(t) 
are obtained by filtering the products with identical low pass filters. The 
complex baseband signal is sampled over the symbol period with a sampling 
rate fs . The sampling rate must be at least twice the highest possible sig-
naling tone frequency  (M-l)f. Sampling will produce N fsTs  samples in 
one symbol period, and the sequence of complex samples is represented as 

r(n) 	r(t)1 
t nT 

where T = 1/f is the sampling period. 

Replacing the integral with a summation in equation (2.5-13) results in 
the decision variables 

N-1 

r(n)um* (nT) 

n=0 

n 	0, 1, 	N-1 	(2.5-20) 
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(2.5-21) 

v(t) = Re(r(t)exp(j2ef ct)) 

Figure 2.8 : Generation of a complex baseband signal representa-
tion. 

N-1 

r(n)12E5/T5exp(-j2ramàfnT) 
n=0 

N-1 

r(n),I2Es/Tsexp(-j2namàfNTn/N) 
n-0 

where k 	NamAfT — Namàf/fs . If the sampling rate and tone spacings are 
judiciously chosen such that k is an integer for all am , then the decision 
variables are scaled samples of the magnitude of the discrete Fourier 
transform of the equivalent lowpass received signal, and equation (2.5-21) 
can be rewritten as 



i H(f) 

1  
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Um  — J2E5/T5  IR(k)I, k — Namàf/fs 	 (2.5-22) 

where R(k), k — 0, 1, •.., N-1 denotes the N-point discrete Fourier 
transform of the sequence r(n) and is defined as [8] 

N-1 

R(k) — r(n)exp(-j2nnk/N). 	 (2.5-23) 

n=0 

The discrete Fourier transform produces N frequency domain samples evenly 
spaced 	from 	"f5/2 	to 	f5/2 	at 	the 	locations 
0, ±f5/N, ±2f5/N, ..., ±(N-1)f5/2N, f5/2. Because the spectrum of the 
sampled sequence is periodic with period fs , any spectral component loccated 
at -f5/2 will be identical to that at +f5/2. 

Figure 2.9 : Frequency response of ideal anti-aliasing filters. 

If the low pass filters used in generating the complex baseband signal 
are ideal anti-aliasing filters with frequency response shown in Figure 2.9, 
the performance of this digital demodulator will be identical to the perfor-
mance of the optimum analog demodulator described by equation (2.5-14). The 
performance is expressed in terms of the probability that the receiver 
decides in favour of the incorrect symbol. The probability of a decision 
error is derived by assuming that  u1(t) is the transmitted symbol [6]. Then 
the sequence obtained by sampling the equivalent lowpass received signal is 

r(n) — u1(nT)aexp(j8) + e(n) 	 (2.5-24) 

where e(n) are samples of the noise process z(t). If z(t) is obtained by 
passing white Gaussian noise through the filters with frequency response 
shown in Figure 2.9, then it has a power spectral density and autocorrela-
tion given respectively by 

S(f) — Norect(f/fs ) 	 (2.5-25) 

sin(nrfs ) 
R(r) — fsNo 	 (2.5-26) 

nrfs  

and 

and the sampled sequence e(n) will have an autocorrelation and power 



N-1 

exp[-j2n(m-1)in/N] 
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spectral density given by 

lyn1,n2) - f5N06(n1-n2) 

and 

S(f) - fsNo . 

(2.5-27) 

(2.5-28) 

Thus the noise samples will be mutually uncorrelated with zero mean and 
variance equal to No fs  - No/T. 

The receiver calculates the decision variables 

N-1 

Um  - 	[ul(nT)aexp(je) + “n)]12E s/Tsexp(-j2ramàfnT) 
n-O 

N-1 2aE 

T 	
/ exp[j2e(al-am)AfnT] + s   
n-O  

N-1 

12E5/T5“n)exp(-j2namAfnT) 

n-O 

(2.5-29) 

The phase factor exp(j19) is neglected because it is irrelevent due to the 
noncoherent detection. For orthogonal tone spacings, using equation (2.5-2) 
and the facts that T - Ts/N and for orthogonal tone spacing 2Af - i/T s  where 
i is an integer, the first summation in equation (2.5-29) simplifies to 

N-1 	 N-1 

1 exp[j2w(al-am)AfnT] - i exp[-j2r2(m-1)AfT 5n/N] 
n-0 	 n-0 

- 

n-0 

1 N,  m . 	- 1 
- 

0, m s 1 

Then the decision variables can be expressed as 

2NaEs 
 Ul - --f;- + Ni l 

(2.5-30) 

(2.5-31) 
u m  - INml 

where the noise terms IN/n ) given by 

m - 2, 3, ..., m 



Nm  

(2.5-35) 

Noting that 

exP( -Esr/No )  = 
2(M-1) 	

(-1) m  im M!  (m _ m)! exp(Esr/mNo ) 

m-2 

(2.5-39) 

N-1 
J2E5/T5e(n)exp[-j2e(2m-M-1)in/2N] 	(2.5-32) 

n=0 

are mutually uncorrelated and identically distributed Gaussian random vari-
ables with zero mean and variance given by 

an2  2NE f N /T s s o s• 	
(2.5-33) 

If the symbol and noise energies are redefined as 

T 	
(2.5-34) 

Es ' — NEs/ s  

No ' — fsNo  

then the decision variables become 

U1 — 12aEs ' 
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Um  — 1Nm l 	m — 2, 3, 	M 

and the variance of the (Nm ) terms becomes 

a 2  — 2E n  	'N ' s o • (2.5-36) 

With these definitions the derivation of the probability of a decision error 
is identical to that for the optimum analog receiver found in [6] and the 
final result is 

_ a2E  
(_1)n+1 	(M-1)!  s  n 

P [ No ' n+11 

Es ' 	NE 	, IEs  s 	r  

 N 
_ 	 

o ' 	T f No  s s 	No 

(2.5-37) 

(2.5-38) 

the error performance of the digital receiver is thus identical to that of 
the optimum analog receiver. It is convenient to express the error proba-
bility in terms of bit errors instead of symbol errors because it is easier 
to measure the bit error probability Pb. For the optimum orthogonal NCFSK 
receiver, the bit error probability is [6] 

Pb 	2 ( 1-1) Ps 
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where Esr  a2E5  is the received energy per symbol. 

A digital implementation of a multiple-user NCFSK demodulator with 
diversity combining is shown in Figure 2.10a. In this example the received 

signal is sampled at an IF frequency and a complex baseband representation 
of the received signal is generated with digital components after sampling  
by multiplying the samples with the sequence exp(-j2efcn/f5 ') where fs ,  

s the IF sampling rate, and filtering the resulting real and imaginary e - 

quences with identical digital lowpass filters. After filtering, the com -
plex sequence is resampled at a lower rate fs  in order to reduce the  
computational load of the discrete Fourier transform which follows. Before 
the discrete Fourier transform is performed, the complex sequence may 1r 
multiplied by a time varying window function w(n). The motivation for this  
is discussed in the next section. The diversity combining and decision sec -
tions are the same as for the analog receiver discussed in section 2.5.1. 

Figures 2.10(b-g) illustrate the process of generating the complex  
baseband equivalent signal with sketches of the frequency spectra at various 

p
oints in the demodulator of Figure 2.10a. Figure 2.10b is an example of 
the frequency spectrum of a narrowband signal centered on a frequency fc' 
After sampling, the spectrum is periodic with a period equal to the sampling 
frequency as shown in Figure 2.10c. Multiplication by exp(-j2efen/fs' )  
results in a frequency shift of the spectrum by the amount fc  (Figure 

 2.10d). If the digital lowpass filters both have the frequency resP"le  
shown in Figure 2.10e, then the their outputs will be the inphase and quad -
rature components of the complex baseband signal with the combined speorru  
shown in Figure 2.10f. The windowing and discrete Fourier transform coul' 
be performed directly on the filter outputs, but it is clear from Figure 

 2.10f that there is a large frequency band which contains no relevent infor -
mation about the received signal. The number of terms needed in calculating 
the decision variables expressed in equations (2.5-22) and (2.5-23) is equa  
to N, the number of samples in the sequence used to represent the receive' 
signal. Figure 2.10g shows that N can be reduced with no loss of informa -
tion by resampling at a lower rate, thus reducing the amount of computation 

 needed to calculate each decision variable. 

The complex baseband signal can be generated before sampling using ana  - log components as shown in Figure 2.8. This eases the digital processing 
load, which is important when the symbol duration (or hopping period for the  case with time diversity) is short and the amount of digital processing available for each symbol (hopping) period is limited. As well, there ie  less demand on the analog-to-digital converters, as the required sampling rate is lower because the conversion is done on the baseband signal. The  disadvantage is that phase matching of the lowpass filters and other anal2 devices used in generating the inphase and quadrature signal components  much more difficult than for the equivalent digital implementation. Phase matching is required to maintain the 90 0  phase quadrature between the tw°  channels. 
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(2.6-1) 

function 
kth DFT 

Hk(f ) 	W(f fk) (2.6-2) 

W(f) w(n)exp(-j2nfnT). 
—0 

(2.6-3) 

W(f) 	sin(wfNT)  
sin(wfT) ' (2.6 - 4) 
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2.6 	RECEIVER WINDOWING 

Under some circumstances it may be desirable to multiply the received 

signal by a time varying window rather than the implied rectangular window 
with the duration of the hopping period [9]. Windowing, which can be used 
in both the analog receiver of section 2.5.2 and the digital receiver of 
section 2.5.3, is discussed in this section in terms of the digital re -

ceiver, but in either case the effect of windowing is the same. To see the 
effect of windowing on the response of the discrete Fourier transform (OFT) 
defined by equation (2.5-23), it is convenient to think of the DFT as a bat'  

of N contiguous filters with unit sample responses given 

hk(n) 	[u(n) - u(n-N)lexp(-j2nnk/N) 

w(n)exp(-j2nfknT), k 	0, 1, 	N-1 

where u(n) is the unit step sequence, w(n) is a rectangular window 
of length N, and fk k/Ts  k/NT is the center frequency of the 
filter. The kth  filter's frequency response is then 

where W(f) is the frequency response of the window sequence w(n) and i5  
given by 

N-1 

Thus the shape of the DFT filters is determined by the Fourier transform of 
the window. 

When there is no explicit windowing, the DFT filter response is that °f  
the rectangular window, and the magnitude is [10 ]  

Figure 2.11 shows the rectangular window with N — 16 and the log magnitneee  
of its transform. This illustrates the criteria for orthogonality of th, NCFSK signal tones. For orthogonal signaling, the received signal enere' will be detected only in the DFT filter associated with the transmitted free  quency. From the plot of the DFT frequency response for the rectangule  window, there are nulls in the response located at integer multiples of 1/Ts, 

 from the center of the main lobe, which is therefore the required tone sPet 
 ing for orthogonal NCFSK signals. When various users are separated by Fplel. the signaling frequencies for each user are orthogonally spaced from the' 

of other users. For a block demodulator, crosstalk, in which signal eneee: is detected by DFT filters other than the correct ones, results when thee' 
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Pigure 2.11 : (a) 
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is not perfect frequency and timing synchronization between each of the 

users and the dehopping synthesizer of the receiver. This interchannel in-

terference can be significant when there are large differences in received 

power levels between the users. Because it is unlikely that there will be 
perfect synchronization between the users, nonrectangular windowing is used 
at the receiver to improve the tolerance to crosstalk. 

There are several figures of merit used in characterizing windows , 

 three of which are the 3 dB bandwidth of the main lobe, the level of the 

highest sidelobe, and the processing loss or equivalent noise bandwidth of 
the window. With a time varying window, the DFT filter shape is no longer 
the optimum for detection of sinusoids in the presence of white noise, and 
the processing loss is a measure of the loss in signal detectability with 
the time varying window with respect to that for the optimum rectangular 
window. The processing loss (PL) is the ratio of input signal-to-noise  
ratio to output signal-to-noise ratio with a complex sinusoidal sequence et 
the input with frequency fk matched to one of the DFT filters [10]. This 
ratio is also equal to the window's equivalent noise bandwidth (ENBW) given 

 by 

N-1 
w2( n) 

n- 

ENBW - PL -  	 (2.6-5) 

w(n) 

n-O 	

12 

The processing loss then is the increase in transmission power required with 
 windowing above that required with rectangular windowing to maintain the  

same bit error probability under ideal conditions (perfect synchronization ) * 
For the rectangular window, the processing loss is by definition 0 dB. 

The maximum sidelobe level determines the amount 
ference that can be tolerated with a given window. 
window with N - 32, the highest sidelobe level is 13. the main lobe. By tapering the edges of the window, 
drop at the expense of an increased width of the main 
cessing loss. 

of interchannel  inter 
For the rectangulee 

 2 dB below the peak of 
the sidelobe levels 

lobe and a higher pr°' 

For a given set of assumptions on the number of users, the number °f  signaling tones per user, the tone spacing, and the probability densitYe 
functions characterizing the time and frequency misalignments between th 
various users and the dehopping synthesizer onboard the satellite, there me): 
be an optimum window that minimizes the average crosstalk-to-signal ratiu, 
[9], which is for a given user the average total crosstalk energy detecte' 
by one of the DFT filters divided by the average signal energy detected II:.  
the DFT filter corresponding to the transmitted symbol. Of course thi; 
window would no longer be optimum for a slightly different set °'" 
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assumptions, making the choice of a window difficult. 	The Kaiser-Bessel  
family of windows defined as 

I clan 1 - (1 - 2n/N) 2  
w(n) —  	n = 0, 1, 	N-1 	(2.6-6) 

1 0 [air] 

111. s, good sidelobe properties and the tradeoff of sidelobe level versus 
main-

:be width can be directly manipulated with the parameter a. As a is in-

sfeas ad, the sidelobe levels drop and the main lobe widens. Figure 2.12 
,?ows a Kaiser Bessel window and its transform with N — 16 and a — 1.4. 

The 

rellgh?st sidelobe level is 29.9 dB down from the main lobe peak, 
and the pro- 

e”ing loss is 1.17 dB. Table 2.1 summarizes the properties of the 
,Ell.serics - Bessel window for N — 32 as a is varied from 1.2 to 1.8. 

The charac-

e
e
lst  for the rectangular window are included for 

comparison. Because 

4..  frequency spectrum of the the continuous time version of the 
window w(t) 

not strictly bandlimited the sidelobe levels of the 
discrete time version 

wri)  will be higher due to aliasing. As the number of samples N is in-e
4 ` eased the sampling rate is effectively increased and the 

amount if alias-
.t1.1g decreases , lowering the sidelobe levels. As N becomes very large the 

:lidelobe levels approach those for the continuous time version of the 

wir..1,c_1°1e. Comparing the maximum sidelobe level for N — 32 
listed in Table 2.1 

12-41  that from the plot for N — 16 for the Kaiser - Bessel window, the maximum 

'val is indeed 0.4 dB lower for N — 32. 

cr Thus  in choosing a window there is a tradeoff between the amount of 

ajsstalk that can be rejected determined by the sidelobe levels, and the 

a enlar.it  of processing loss that can be tolerated. 
If processing loss is not 

bein .]°r  factor, then the FSK tone spacing limits how wide 
the main lobe can 

axPanded and hence how much the sidelobe 
levels can be lowered. 

the o  Ncne 
 that receiver windowing has been discussed, all 

of the major 

ren,,retics1 

 

aspects of NCFSK block demodulation have 
been addressed, and the 

pi -tt  can focus on the implementation 
of a digital block demodulator as 

nuineoted in the next chapter. Before proceeding it is worthwhile to sum- 
' I-2 e the ideas presented in this chapter. 

SUMMARY 

general   Lais chapter frequency-hopping systems 
have been discussed in In ._,. 

suitabi  to show the motivation for this project. 	
In section 2.3 several 

de s irp 'e 

 

applications have been presented which illustrate the need or 

Pres  ;1..  f°r using frequency-hopping 
i n a communication system. After 

the eing a typical frequency-hopping system 
in section 2.4, the focus of 

ceiv _...cussion narrowed to demodulation 
techniques for frequency-hopping re-

Phes eirs  in section 2.5 and 2.6. The spectral analysis receiver was em-

Muir . eed  because of its practicality for systems with several users 

reduClaxed in frequency and receiver windowing 
was introduced as a means of 

teell,"-ng Possible interference between the 
various users. Two competing 

04- 
.6'ea  were presented for implementing a Fourier transforming 

“o1  

2.7 
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Figure 2.12 : (a) The Kaiser-Bessel window (a — 1.4, N 	16) and 
(b) the log magnitude of its transform. 
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a — 1.2 

Kaiser- a — 1.4 
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WINDOW 
HIGHEST 	PROCESSING 	3 dB 
SIDELOBE 	LOSS 	BANDWIDTH 
LEVEL(dB) 	(dB) 	(-i- 1/T5  Hz) 

Rectangular 	 -13.2 	 0 	 0.88 

Table 2.1 : Comparison of window parameters. 

de 	r modular, 
th - • 	--r , the first being a SAW-based analog demodulator. It was shown 
treln  the  performance of a digital implementation using the discrete Fourier 
seeferm in theory is equivalent to the optimum analog demodulator and as a 
to  -based demodulator has been built and tested [4], it would be worthwhile 

bl- d°  the same for a digital demodulator. The implementation of a digital 
'ek demodulator is presented in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER 3 

AN NCFSK BLOCK DEMODULATOR 

3.1 	INTRODUCTION 

In the past, NCFSK demodulators for jamming-resistant frequency-hopping 
systems have been implemented primarily with analog technologies e 
described in section 2.5.2 because the hopping rates required for such sys -

tems have severely limited the time available for processing during each 
frequency hop. With VLSI technology it is now conceivable to build a digi -

tal block demodulator which is able to process a reasonable number of 
dehopped multiple-user NCFSK signals in real time. The objective of this 
project is to demonstrate the feasability and to determine the performanc e 

 of the digital approach. The design of a digital block demodulator i 5  
presented in this chapter and measurements of it's performance are presented  

in chapter 4. 

3.2 	DEMODULATOR CONFIGURATION 

To facilitate comparison with other demodulator implementations ,  nn  
diversity combining is included in the demodulator design, and therefore the 
hopping rate Rh is treated as the symbol rate Rs . The hopping rate is set  
to 16 k hops/s, which might be a typical value for a jamming-resistant sYs -
tem which is fast enough to avoid follower jammers yet slow enough to allow 
synchronization at the receiver. In the design of the demodulator, perfec t 

 time synchronization between the various users and the receiver is assumed .  
The effect of frequency misalignment is considered and measured in section 
4.5 of the next chapter. 

The symbol period is 62.5 ps, but to allow for finite switching times 
of the hopping and dehopping synthesizers, the demodulator operates only nil,‘  
the last 50 its of the received symbol, leaving the first 12.5 ms for th: 
symbol frequencies and phases to settle to their final values. Thus the 
fective symbol period is T s  — 50 gs and the minimum orthogonal tone spacinge 
is (50 ms) -1  — 20 kHz. To allow for receiver windowing as described in th, 
previous chapter, the FSK tone spacing is set at twice the minimum value 

 40 kHz. The input to the demodulator is thus assumed to be synchronized  FSÎ 
signals multiplexed in frequency with random phases and tone spacings ° 
multiples of 40 kHz. 

of For the purpose of this study, the most convenient implementatio n  
the digital demodulator is with readily available high speed microproce s; 
sors. Although a custom VLSI implementation on a single chip would be mell  advantagous in terms of size, weight and power consumption which are a. 

 very important when considering deployment onboard a satellite, the inten; 
tion here is not to necessarily produce a digital demodulator suitable f011  
final deployment but to show that such a goal is feasible. Thus the desie 

28 
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makes use of TMS32020 digital signal processors produced by Texas Instru-

ments. These microprocessors are designed for high-speed and 

numeric-intensive digital signal processing applications. 

_ e _ Each of the M possible tone locations for all of the users will be 

r inufsetred to as a signaling bin. If there are D users then the demodulator 

process C - DM bins to produce C decision variables as described by 
equation (2.5-21). The 62.5 ps symbol period and the instruction time of 

the TMS 32 0,..._. 20 set a limit on the number of calculations that can be performed d  
,:u og each symbol period and hence limit the number of bins which can be r , e l 

 cessed which in turn limits the number of users which can be 
accomodated 

uY the block demodulator. 

The instruction cycle time of the TMS32020 is 195 ns, which limits the __0  
ve re  cessing to 320 instructions per symbol period for a single 

microproces-

urre . If the received signal is sampled at an IF frequency 
as shown in Fig-

ih...., 2.10,  the 320 instructions must be used to perform several functions 

lo;Luding sample retrieval, multiplication by the sequence exp(-j271.fcn/fs '), 

s _ Pass filtering of the two resulting sequences, 
multiplication of each 

pZilence by a time window, calculation of C decision variables, 
D(M-1) cam-

ail  sells, and D symbol outputs. If a single microprocessor cannot handle 

rl.,_ of the required processing, there are several options available to meet 

pZI.  Processing requirements,  the simplest of which is to 
use analog  corn-

the  to generate the equivalent complex baseband 
signal. Alternatively, 

Inje  Processing can be broken down into steps, each carried out by 
a separate 

eeurprocessor in a pipeline structure. For example one 
microprocessor 

F;:e0aid e:c concated to generating the complex baseband 
representation while a 

perform the actual demodulation. A third option is to use 

processing in which N microprocessors are used, each in turn 

PirZ;ing on every Nth symbol period with a maximum 
processing time of NT.  

any combination of the above three 
techniques may be employed. 

are  In order to keep the 
implementation fairly simple, analog components 

Par used  to generate the baseband signal and 
only two TMS32020s are used in 

eymle.) 11e1 to perform the demodulation functions. 
This means that for each 

sera  (1)1  Period there is a resource of 640 
instruction cycles available for 

0j-  be  1.) , e  retrieval, windowing, DFT calculation, and decision making. As will 

bin-e"ewn in  this chapter, this is enough 
instructions to process 16 signal 

PSK  User 
 means the demodulator can produce 

data for up to eight binary 

user -sers ,  four 4-ary FSK users, two 8-ary FSK 
users, or one 16-ary FSK 

ban  The demodulator input is an IF signal centered on 
10.7 MHz with a 

loc ceindth of approximately  16x40kHz - 640kHz. 
Figure 3.1 illustrates the 

Pi --ens  of the 16 signaling bins at the 
demodulator input. Also shown in 

gure 	1 3 . Which 	is the tone allocation for four 
4-ary FSK users. 	For reasons 

the , will become  apparent in section 3.4, for the 
purposes of generating 

such-°mPlex baseband  signal  it is better to 
label the center frequency fc 

Whichtl,ler  it  corresponds  to a center frequency 
of one of the signaling bins, 

i  
IP 	n  this case Li not correspond 

to the 
true center frequency of the 

loc signal. 
-J. — 	Thus in  generating the inphase 

and quadrature components the 

0  c.illator frequency is set to fc  - 10.68 MHz. The 
equivalent lowpass 
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Figure 3.1 : IF signaling bin locations at demodulator input, and 
bin allocation for 4-ary FSK users. 

bins are then located as shown in Figure 3.2. This sets the requiremen te 
 for the sampling described in the next section. 

Frequency (kHz) 

Figure 3.2 : Equivalent lowpass bin locations with a local oscil-
lator frequency of 10.68 MHz. 

3.3 	SAMPLE GENERATION 

1  From Figure 3.2, the highest possible tone frequency in the comP
e>ee 

 baseband signal is 320 kHz so the minimum sampling frequency for the inphe5 s 
 and quadrature arms is 640 kHz. Sampling at the minimum rate over 50  !,411, 

results in 32 complex samples. A 32-point DFT produces frequency domeld 
samples spaced by 640/32 - 20 kHz. Thus the set of decision variables weee  
consist of every second DFT output, corresponding to the even k's in the 9  
given by equation (2.5-23). 
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.,_ When sampling an analog signal it is important to know the spectral c  

:

racteristics of the signal so that appropriate lowpass filtering can be 
ne before sampling without affecting the signal but limiting the noise 

2Pretrum to frequencies less than f5/2 
to avoid noise aliasing. In section 

si: 2the spectrum of an NCFSK signal was shown to be a superposition of 

..,h  siL 
thc c  (Tsq shapes centered on the FSK tone frequencies. If the bandwidth of 

nc (Tsf) shapes is taken as the bandwidth between the first nulls 
on e  

2/T 	32 
side of the main lobe (see Figure 2.6) then their bandwidth is 

32 kHz, the IF signal has a bandwidth of 632 kHz, and the 
inphase and 

eMrature components of the equivalent baseband signal each have a 

dwldth  
672  kHz 
	336 kHz. 	This suggests that the minimum sampling rate is 

knw;'.'z. This sampling rate would be required if the receiver has no 

c  nwiedge other than the bandwidth of the incoming signal and 
sampling is 

s:,tinuous through the symbol switching transients but for 
this demodulator, 

tching instants are known and there is no need for 
sampling to continue 

tl- I  r7°1:Igh the transitions. Since there is no difference between sampling 
the 

wictrlived signal over one symbol period and sampling a 
sum of pure sinusoids 

q  the symbol frequencies, the minimum sampling rate is twice the fre-
uen  

cY of the highest possible tone frequency, as previously stated. 

10,,, Sampling at the minimum rate creates unresolvable 
requirements on the 

de;rss  filters in the inphase and quadrature arms. In order to pass the 

the  r.c.ed  signal to the samplers without removing significant 
signal energy, 

Lilters  should have a bandwidth of at least 336 
kHz, but to avoid alias-

s4u  the noise spectrum and hence increasing 
the noise power in the sampled 

in  ence the filters should have a bandwidth no 
greater than 320 kHz. Thus 

s  
ror :111Pling at the minimum rate one is forced to 

compromise the system's er-

cree'srformance by using filters that either remove signal energy 
or in-

av0 ,!, s  the noise energy. There are two 
alternatives that may be used to 

to «kual this problem. The obvious solution 
is to increase the sampling rate 

whicht least 672 kHz. The lowest convenient sampling rate above 672 kHz 

over  produces an integer number of samples when 
the sampling is carried out 

einn  exactly 50 ps is 680 kHz. This rate produces 
34 samples and the deci-

i02  variables would be samples of a 34-point DFT. 
Unfortunately determin-

to-d  16  outputs of a 34-point DFT requires 
far more calculations than needed 

tieuetstmine 16 outputs of a 32-point DFT, as will be shown in the next sec-

resulT1,:is other  option  is to set the local 
oscillator frequency to 10.7 MHz 

Pip -411g in the equivalent baseband signal 
bins being located as shown in 

.ure 3  , 
the Dr 	..). 	In this situation, the alternate 

16 samples of the output of 

i 
The h  T oorrespondin to the odd k's in 

equation (2.5-23) are of interest. 

thejan dth of the ginphase and quadrature 
arm signals would be dw 316 kHz and 

Prev  i8  no longer conflicting requirements 
on the filters. As alluded to 

odd -°us lY though and as will be shown in the 
next section, determining the 

°ut citl. tPuts of the DFT re l uires more 
calculations than determining the even 

3  
ethe.is ' 	The only wa tco process the 16 

signaling bins with the 640 avail- 

ferm. -nstructions is tor  use the even outputs 
of the DFT and accept the per-

bance degradation brought about by filters which do not meet both the 

the  
noise

En requirements for passing most 
of the signal energy and limiting 

sPectrum so that there is no noise 
aliasing. 
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Figure 3.3 : Equivalent lowpass bin locations with a local oscil-
lator frequency of 10.70 MHz. 

Another degradation associated with sampling is that due to  quanti

tion errors resulting from the finite number of bits used to represent eece  
sample. 	Before discussing quantization errors, it is useful to know  the  

manner in which signed numbers are represented for processing. The TMS320?0  

uses fixed-point arithmetic with two's-complement number representation ln 
which all numbers are treated as fractions. With two's complement represer 
tation [8] the the sign is determined by the leading binary digit and the 

 rest of the digits represent the magnitude in a manner depending on the  
sign. When the leading bit is a 0 the number is positive and the magnitud e  
is given directly by the other bits. When the leading bit is a 1 the number 
is negative and its magnitude is determined by subtracting from two the  mag 
nitude of the bits following the leading bit. Table 3.1 shows the two S 
complement number system for four bit numbers. 

When the samples are quantized by the analog-to-digital (A/D) convert ' 
ers the amplitude of the analog inputs to the A/D converters must be suit ' 
ably scaled such that the unquantized samples do not exceed the range cf the 

 numbers which can be expressed with the number of bits used in quantization ' 
If the quantized samples are represented with (b+1) bits (i.e. one bit for  
the sign and b bits for the magnitude) then the analog input must be scale 

 such that the unquantized samples are within the range 

(3.3- 1 ) 

, If the analog signal contains a Gaussian noise process, equation ( 3 .
31) 
 t  

cannot be met unconditionally. The scaling factor should be set such t"el  
equation (3.3-1) is met with a high probability so that the input sign% 
only rarely exceeds the dynamic range of the A/D converter yet on avele  
the signal amplitude still covers a fair range of bits. This suggests  
need for automatic gain control (AGC) to keep the analog signal level of 'el  
A/D inputs constant over long time periods as the received signal strenge  
varies. For the demodulator measurements described in the next chapter, A  was achieved by monitoring the A/D converter input voltage levels on an ee; 
cilloscope and adjusting a variable attenuator at the demodulator input 5  
that the A/D converters were rarely saturated. 
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FRACTIONAL 	TWO'S COMPLEMENT 
NUMBER 	BINARY EQUIVALENT 

	

7/8 	 0.111 

	

6/8 	 0.110 

	

5/8 	 0.101 

	

4/8 	 0.100 

	

3/8 	 0.011 

	

2/8 	 0.010 

	

1/8 	 0.001 

	

0 	 0.000 

	

-1/8 	 1.111 

	

-2/8 	 1.110 

	

-3/8 	 1.101 

	

-4/8 	 1.100 

-5/8 	 1.011 

	

-6/8 	 1.010 

-7/8 	 1.001 

	

-1 	 1.000 

Table 3.1 : Two's complement number representation. 

tion Assuming the A/D converters round the signal 
to the nearest quantize- 

level and the analog signal does not exceed 
the dynamic range of the 

-1../atilJec0nverte1s , the quantization error e(n) 
for each sample will be in the 

< e(n) < 2 -(134-1)  . 	 (3.3-2)  

In a  
treetnlYs ing the effect of quantization the 

error sequence e(n) is commonly 

charae'  as  additive noise [8] and the magnitude of the error samples are 

as sk terized by a uniform distribution 
over the range of equation (3.3-2 

giv  "°wn in Figure 3.4. The error samples 
have zero mean and variance cre L  

en by 

and 	assumed that the error samples are 
uncorrelated from sample to sample It is   

segue- 
 -ncorrelated with the sequence of exact 

samples r(nT). Then the error 

"ce has an autocorrelation given by 

Re (n) o e2 (n)  
(3.3-4) 
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Pe(n)( e)  

2b 

111.• 

0 2 - b 
2 

2 -b 
2 

SNR 	6b - 19.8 	(dB). (3.3-6) 

where 
there 

ar2  is equal 
are only two 

Figure 3.4 : Probability density function for amplitude of error 
samples. 

and the signal-to-noise ratio due to quantization at the demodulator input 
is [8] 

SNRci 	lo•logio (A2ar2/ae 2) 

(3.3-5) 6b + 10•1og10(12) + 10.1ogio(ur2 ) + 20.1og10(A) 

where ur2  is the variance of the signal without any system noise at the AC 
converter inputs and A is the scaling factor introduced to keep the signe .: 
plus system noise within the dynamic range of the A/D converters. The vati 
ance of an FSK signal with an amplitude normalized to unitY 
(i.e.  E5/T 5  — 1/2) is found from the autocorrelation function given by eels: 
tion (2.5-8) with r O. The result is ar2  — 1/2. If there are eiew 
binary FSK signals with equal amplitudes at the demodulator input, then A' 
must be less than 1/8 to keep the composite signal magnitude always lesa 

 

than one. If there is an additional factor of 1/3 included because of th
e
a  

possible signal variations due to system noise, then A — 1/24 and for 
given user the signal-to-noise ratio due to quantization is 

If to 1/2 for an FSK signal with an peak amplitude of 1. 
FSK signals at the input then with the same assumptions  

SNR 	6b - 7.8 	(dB). 	 (3.3- 7 ) 

A convenient quantization level 
available is eight bits, for which case 
users and SNR — 34.2 dB with two users 
due to both quantization and system noi 
dual powers the effective loss in 
quantization is  

for which A/D converters are readill 
b — 7 and SNR — 22.2 dB with eighre  

, . Assuming the the total noise poe" 
se is just the sum of the two 
signal - to -noise ratio resulting free 
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[SNRi + SNR/ 

SNR 	 loss (dB)  = 10. 1°g10 (3.3-8) 

where sNR . i is the A/D converter input signal-to-system noise ratio. For ex-am  SNRi  is 16 dB for a given user then the eight bit quantization 
freults in a loss in signal-to-noise ratio of 0.9 dB with eight users 

11_1 insenr or a loss of 0.07 dB with two users present. Measurements of the 

;:

odulator performance will be carried out with only two test signals e  
sent at the input because there is only enough equipment available to 

..r7eherate two FSK signals. Therefore eight bit quantization will impose a 

tty small loss on the performance, but if the demodulator is put into use wi  
_an  the possibility of having the maximum eight input signals, smaller 

ation levels would have to be considered if the eight 
bit quantize-

' o loss is higher than can be tolerated. 

If in the future the number of signal bins and hence the 
number of 

use  
hi rs  can he increased due to faster electronics the number of quantization 

ta  
the -needed to meet a given SNRa  requirement would be larger not only 

due to 

no_
r 

 -Locrease in the number of uàers but also due to the 
increase in noise 

i)- i r at the 
 num) 	
A/D inputs. For example if the 

demodulator processes 32 signal 

ie . cir  uP to 16 binary users, the scaling factor A would be 
1/16 due to the 

maes., -r  cf users alone. Because the bandwidth of the IF and 
baseband filters 

fee  be doubled the noise variance at the A/D inputs 
also doubles and the 

woe, of 1/3  used to allow 
for noise fluctuations in the previous examples 

e signal-to-noise ratio would be SNRa  - 13.1 dB and the loss in SNR zst , -  ue changed to 1/(31i) resulting in A - 1/(48,12). 
For eight-bit quanti-

witen th 

how a, 16  dB signal-to-system noise ratio wourd be 
4.7 dB. This illustrates 

band  tile effect of quantization on an individual 
user varies with the filter 

widths and the n ber of other users present at 
the demodulator input. 

prac  Figure 3. 5  is a block diagram of the 
demodulator input illustrating the 

repressing used to generate the complex samples 
of the equivalent baseband 

inpuesentation of the input IF signal. There is a bandpass filter at the 

t° nSCessar limit the amount of noise power 
passing to the mixers. 	This is 

then-serY to make the noise process a 
narrowband process. The signal is 

lew; 

 

Split  into two channels, each being mixed down to 
baseband followed by 

bauces  filtering and A/D conversion. The lowpass filters have a 1 dB 

2° - ,c1, th  of 3 36 kHz and a 3 dB bandwidth of 355 
kHz and are phase matched 

- and 	ver the 1 dB bandwidth. The power splitter, 90 degree hybrid, mixers 

ence-°wPass filters have been selected with care to keep 
the phase differ- 

vert.  between the two channels close to the 
ideal 90 degrees. The A/D con- 

he.ve -rs are TDC1048E1C circuit boards made by 
TRW. 	These circuit boards 

ter 	wideband operational  amplifier at the 
analog input with a potentiome- 

d. a. '°  control the d.c. offset of the amplifier output 
which allows any 

Port
ar  O

ffset resultin from the analog mixers 
to be cancelled. This is im-

the  lt  because one  of the
signaling tones is located directly on 0 Hz in 

woula irehand signal and any d.c. offset resulting from 
the electronics 

corn  i u°  equivalent to a co-channel interfering tone at 
the IF input. The 

samples are passed to a circuit board 
which contains all of the 

--- electronics for the demodulator. 
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Figure 3.5: Block diagram of circuit used for generating the complex baseband samples. 
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Figure  3.6 : Block diagram of the circuit 
interfacing the A/D con-

verters and the TMS320205 . 

pisx  Figure  3.6 is a block diagram of the circuit 
used for passing the com-

com, leamPles to the TMS32020s. The A/D converters generate eight 
bit two's 

firrernent samples which are stored over a symbol period in first-in ' 

ha
st

ve  -c:11:1, t (FIFO) memories. An alternative to this 
configuration would be to 

erse microprocessors obtain the 
samples directly from the A/D convert- 

, b -"' 
eIPos  11  the FIFO interface 

saves valuable processing time. 	Without the 

sots  ( ,) '. ms would be required for 
sample retrieval because the microproces 

u
-

they  -culd have to monitor the A/D converters 
and retrieve the samples as 

sanipli ere  Produced over the symbol period. There is only 
1.56 ps between 

Pro -ng instants which is not enough time to successfully 
use interrupt 

Preeneing  in  which the  Tms32()Ns 
carry out other tasks 

in the demodulation 

Whil - such as windowing the samples which 
have already been retrieved 

(i.ee w .e",
4  1
,-ting for the next sample input. 

With the FIFOs all 64 
real samples 

4  
illstr - ccmPlex samples) are obtained by the 

TMS32020s with 64 successive 

uctions which takes only 12.5 Ps. 

Figur .Vight..bi t. e 3 - 6  also shows hardware 
scaling is required to convert the 

-u -bi 
 t 

; two's complement samples produced by 
the A/D converters to the 

 4°1111  used by  the TMS32020s. The simplest way to 
do this is to add 
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eight zeros onto the end of the eight-bit samples as shown in Figure 3.7(a). 
This is referred to here as the direct conversion because the 2's complement 
value of the sample remains the same after conversion. This method is not 

used for reasons to do with the fixed point arithmetic used by the TMS320 20  
and the possible growth in magnitude of the processed data while computing 

the DFT. 

8-Bit 
A/D Output 

MSB 	LSB 
xxxxxxxx 

1 	1 1 1 1 	1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 xxxxxxxxxxxxxx00 
MSB 	 LSB 

16-Bit Input 
To TMS32020s 

(a) 

8-Bit 
A/D Output 

MSB 	LSB 
xxxxxxxx 

xxxxxxxx0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 MSB 	 LSB 

16-Bit Input 
To TMS320205 

(b) 
Figure 3.7 : Hardware scaling for converting 8-bit samples to a 

16-bit format (a) direct and (b) divide by 64. 

Parseval's theorem states that 
N-1 

IR(k)I 2  - 
k-0  

N-1 
Ir(n)I 2 	. 

n-O 
(3.3-9) 



r(n)exp(-j2ffnk/32), k 	0, 2, 	
30. (3.4-1) 31 

R(k) 
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equation (3.3 - 9) to compute an upper bound on the magnitude of a sin-
le  output of 32-point DFT shows that if the real and imaginary parts of 

f-nput sequence each have a maximum magnitude of one then the maximum 
squared 

rignitude of any particular DFT output is bounded by 2048. With 16-bit 

l xed point two's complement arithmetic, all numbers must have a magnitude ess than 1 _ 2-16 1. One method that can be used to avoid overflow is to 

ilvide each of the input samples by .12-64ii = 45.25. With binary representions t   
is  more convenient to divide by powers of 2, or in this case divide each sa

,111P le  by 64 which can be achieved with simple hardware shifts. 
This can be 

a'  as complished while converting the eight-bit A/D outputs to 
the 16-bit format 

d _ shown Figure 3.7(b). 	Figures 3.8 and 3.9 are circuit 
diagrams of the 

ea interface between the A/D converter boards and the two 
TMS320205. Also 

thcnen  in Figure 3.9 are circuits for generating a 640 kHz clock 
signal for 

o s A/D converters and determining which of the 
resulting samples represent 

n  
e 5 ° Ps symbol period. 

4_ Once the microprocessors  have obtained all 32 complex samples, window-

;;Ilg and the DFT must be performed. There are many algorithms available 

Del,", ch greatly reduce the number of calculations required 
for determining the 

tr 4:a  These algorithms are collectively referred to 
as the fast Fourier 

facrtis, f°rm  (FFT) and the choice of which algorithm to 
use depends on several 

-rs, as discussed in the next section. 

3 .4 DFT ALGORITHM 

This out„,_ 	section deals with the algorithm used to compute 
the 16 even order 

"Ls of the DFT given by 

I f theifori_. 	
n-0 

comt i_ -- n e-ls are computed directly with equation 
(3.4-1) then 256 nontrivial 

ritili x mult  iplications and 496 complex additions 
would be required where 

raa14-Plication _ by e - jiff/2  with i an integer is considered 
trivial since no 

real °Perations are required. Since each complex multiply requires 
four 

two r multiplications and two real additions and 
each complex add requires 

teal  eel additions, the direct evaluation of 
equation (3.4-1) requires 1024 

oper  multiplications and 1504 real additions. Obviously this number of 

(64 st!nns cannot be carried out with only the 
576 available instructions 

cornpl°' the total available 640 instructions must 
be used to obtain the 32 

reducex  samPles) and an FFT algorithm must be used which considerably 

es  the  required number of operations. 

dacimAt  enmmon FFT algorithm which is very useful 
in this case is the 

g°ritLicin 	
Y 

-frequenc (DIF) algorithm. The 
first stage of the DIF al-

s  ° 
two - [ o] and [11] i 	btained by dividing 

the input sequence (r(n)) into 

eubse quences so that  
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R(k) 

X(P) p 	0, 1, 	15 (3.4-3) 

15 	 31 

r(n)exp(-j2nnk/32) + 	r(n)exp(-j2nnk/ 32 ) 

n=0 	 n=16 

15 	 15 

r(n)exp(-j2nnk/32) + exp(-jkn1 r(n+16)exp(-j2ffnk/ 32 ) 

n=0 	 n=0 

15 

[r(n) + (-1) kr(n+16)]exp(-j2ffnk/32) • 	 (3.4-2) 

n-O 

Since k is even and can be expressed as k = 2p, equation (3.4-2) becomes 

15 

R(2p) [r(n) + r(n+16)]exp(-j2nnp/16) 

n-0 

15 

x(n)exp(-j2nnp/16) 

n=0 

and the R(k)s can be obtained from the 16-point DFT of the sequenc e, 
(x(n) - r(n) + r(n+16)), n 0, 15. If the 16-point DFT is evaluate° 

 directly, computing the R(k)s requires 128 complex multiplies and 256 env  
plex adds or 512 real multiplications and 768 real additions, or roughlY 
half of the computations required for the direct evaluation of equatine 

 (3.4-1). 

If the odd values of k are of interest then k 2p+1 and equation  
(3.4-2) becomes 

15 

R(2p+1) 	{[r(n) - r(n+16)]exp(-j2en/32))exp(-j2nnp/16) 
n-0 

p 	0, 1, 	15 	(3.4-4)  

pointed out in section 3.3 that using the odd ordered DFT outputs would 
prove the demodulator error performance because the bandwidth of the inPheof 
and quadrature channel filters could then be selected so that almost all 6  
the signal energy would be passed to the A/D converters while the avoidirà 
the aliasing of the noise spectrum. It is apparent from equation ( 3 . 4  0. 
that computing the DFT outputs for the odd values of k requires 14 more 

 plex multipies or 56 more real multiplies and 28 more real additions th 

so the R(k)s for odd values of k can be obtained from the 16-point DFT cf0  
the sequence ([r(n) - r(n+16)]exp(-j2nn/32)]), n 	0, 	15. 	It 	we  , 
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required for the even values of k, due to the exp(-j2wn/32) factors. Unfor- 
tuo.,_, t:LelY these extra operations cannot be accomodated with the 

available in-
a
2netions and the degradation associated with using the 

even ordered DFT 
uucputs must be accepted. 

the
.,Equations (3.4-3) and (3.4-4) illustrate how the DIF algorithm breaks 

,.„.., 32- Point DFT down into two 16-point DFTs resulting in a 
reduction of re-

ii3rd computations. Using similar steps the desired 16-point DFT can be 

intken down into two eight-point DFTs each of which are then broken down 

two four-point DFTs which are further broken down into 
two-point DFTs. 

_gura 3.10 is a signal flow graph of the 16-point DIF algorithm 
for comput-

i
_ng . the even ordered DFT outputs given by equation (3.4-3). This algorithm 

'-0:quires only 10 nontrivial complex multiplications and 80 complex additions 

y red 40 
real multiplications and 180 real additions which is 

a considerable 

(3 e ion in computation when compared to the direct 
calculation of equation 

' 1 ). 

There said, 	are many other algorithms which result in similar computational 

-gs  [ 8 ], [10], and [12]. The greatest savings always result when 
N is a 

P°wer  34 	--.. two. 	If for example N is 34, using the DIF technique 
allows the 

atiZin 
ne 

t DFT to be broken down into two 17-point DFTs, but no further and 

gorir  algorithms must be used to compute the 
17-point DFTs. There are al-

the  thorns which do reduce the computations required 
for a 17-point DFT but 

ihpY,dn  not produce nearly enough computational savings to meet 
the process-

ra;'e ' equirements of this demodulator. Thus the idea 
of sampling at a higher 

eaus _ to avoid noise aliasing as described in section 
3.3 cannot be used be-

sampï of the increase in computation required for N 
greater than 32. The 

the  , ing rate will be left at 640 kHz and N at 32, 
and the first stage of 

whic IF algorithm will be used. We are then left with finding 
an algorithm 

n  efficiently computes the 16-point DFT given by equation 
(3.4-3). 

baca  The DIF algorithm described above is referred to as a radix 2 algorithm 

eal luse  the DFT is successively broken down into several 
basic operations 

two _ ed  butterflies (radix 2 butterflies in this case) which consist 
of a 

one  Pcdnt DFT and a complex multiplication, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.10. 

graphaltatnative algorithm is a radix 4 DIF algorithm with 
a signal flow 

rePresentation as  shown  in Figure 3.11 in 
which the basic calculation 

Inuit.; ;"edix 4  butterfly which consists of a four-point 
DFT and three complex 

luoit -.1)-Lications. Using a radix 4 algorithm reduces 
the number of nontrivial 

Parelies at the expense of increasing the 
number of additions when com-

tion-  to radix 2 algorithms. From Figure 3.11 
the total number of calcula-

cemj.  including the first radix 2 DIF stage 
is 8 comp lex multiplies and 112 

caa 'es ex additions or 32 real multiplies and 
240 real additions. In some 

but i reducing the n ber of multiplies 
greatly reduces the processing time 

be ed -ncs  the TMs32020 has a 
 hardware multiplier 

which allows multiplies to 

ing  -one with a sin le instruction cycle, 
reducing multiplies while increas- 

the number  of litions 
does not improve the processing speed. 

algojr°m  the total number of 
real operations it appears that the radix 

2 

°ne ijithe 	
e 

should take 1 ss time to compute than 
the radix 4 algorithm, but 

reque
consider more  thah just the total 

number of mathematical operations 

'u . The number of memory references 
must be considered because each 
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x(0) = r(0) + r(16) 

x(1) = r(1) + r(17) 

x(2) = r(2) + r(18) 

x(3) r(3) + r(19) 

x(4) = r(4) + r(20) 

x(5) = r(5) + r(21) 

x(6) = r(6) + r(22) 

x(7) = r(7) + r(23) 

x(8) = r(8) + r(24) 

x(9) r(9) + r(25) 

x(10)- r(10) + r(26) 

x(11)- r(11) + r(27) 

x(12)- r(12) + r(28) 

x(13)- r(13) + r(29) 

x(14) r(14) + r(30) 

x(15)- r(15) + r(31) 
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Radix 4 Butterfly: 

Pi 

W = exp(-j2e/16 ) 

re 3.11 : signal flow graph for the 
radix 4 DIF algorithm. 
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memory reference requires an instruction cycle with the TMS32020. The total 

number of memory references is the sum of the number of intermediate and fi -

nal results which must be stored in memory and the number of calculations 

 which begin with a load from memory. For example the calculation of 

(x + y)xz where x, y, and z are real numbers requires one instruction to 

load x from memory into the accumulator, a second instruction to add y t°  
the accumulator, and a third to store the intermediate result x' x + y in 
memory before the multiplication can be carried out since there is no direct 

path from the output of the accumulator to the input of the multiplier on 

the TMS32020. 

An upper limit on the number of stores required for an algorithm is 01)- 
 tained by simply counting the number of nodes or intermediate and Li. 

variables on the signal flow graph where any two nodes connected directlYe  
with a single line and a multiplier of +1 or +j are considered as a sine, 
node. An upper limit on the number of calculations which begin with a loa: 

from memory is similarly obtained. These limits would give a reasonable 

 estimate of of the total number of memory references required when the siZ.  
of the DFT is large (i.e. N is large) and the algorithm is implemented 
a program which repeatedly loops through the same subroutine to perform  
butterfly, but when processing time is of prime importance each butterfly 1>  
explicitly included as a seperate section of code and many of the mem05_ 
references can be avoided because several of the intermediate variables . eu,  
not need to be stored in and and reloaded from memory if they are used le 
mediately in the next calculation. 

From Figure 3.10 the radix 2 algorithm requires no more than 90 corneal: 
stores and 90 complex loads or a total of 360 real memory references whi: 
from Figure 3.11 the radix 4 algorithm requires no more than 56 complex 1n5  
termediate stores and 56 complex loads or 224 real memory references. A, 

 mentioned these are only upper bounds and the real number of memory ref e , 
 ences may be considerably less. Thus to see which algorithm can be e t  

plemented with the fewest number of instruction cycles, the algorithm mesa 
 be expressed as a program or flow chart so that each operation, be it 

mathematical operation or a memory reference can be counted. Prelimina% 
programs were written for both the radix 2 and radix 4 DIF algorithms lets  
the windowing of the input sequence included. With these programs it 11 , 
estimated that 463 instruction cycles would be required for the radix 2 
gorithm and 478 instructions cycles would be required for the radix 4  8' 2' 

gorithm and hence the radix 2 algorithm should take up less processing  tI 
Other forms of radix 2 and radix 4 algorithms were considered and they ai, 
resulted in roughly the same instruction requirements as for the DIF 963 

 gorithms. Unfortunately allocating 64 instructions for the input and 4  
instructions for the windowing and the DFT does not leave enough instrec 

 tions for the decision section of the demodulator software which may reqeiee  
up to 125 instruction cycles and a more efficient algorithm must be found' 

There exist DFT algorithms derived with the use of number theory whi,e 
reduce the required number of multiplies while keeping the number of ad'AO tions about the same as required for a radix 2 algorithm [12] and [13]. e5  
algorithm for N — 16 originally described in [14] and reproduced in Fige- 5 

 3.12 from [12] requires 20 nontrivial real multiplies and 180 real additioe 
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Figure 3.12 : Small N DFT algorithm for N - 16 [12]. 

Figure 3.12 : Small N DFT algorithm for N - 16 [12]. 
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(including the additions required for the first DIF stage). 	The reduction  

in computation provided by this algorithm is enough to meet the requirements  

for the demodulator. The algorithm is implemented in a TMS32020 assembler  

language program listed in the appendix. The windowing is combined with the 
DFT in this program, and the total number of instruction cycles required for 

the windowing and the DFT is 424, which leaves 152 instruction cycles for 

the decisions and outputs described in section 3.6. The window function can 
be changed by simply changing the windowing coefficients stored in program 

memory. The DFT program has been tested with various window functions as  

described in the next section. 

3.5 	DFT PERFORMANCE AND RECEIVER WINDOWING 

A software simulator was used to test the DFT section of the program in 
the appendix. The simulator uses 16-bit fixed point arithmetic and acts ex' 
actly as the TMS32020 would except the speed is much slower. Befmt: 
presenting the simulation results it is worthwhile to discuss the effect  
the fixed point arithmetic on the DFT calculations. With fixed point calcn-
lations, errors occur in additions or subtractions only when there is over" 
flow in which the magnitude of the result exceeds the range of fractiona  
which can be represented (approximately one) with the number of bits usec% 
As mentioned previously, the input samples are effectively scaled by 1/6  
when converted from eight-bit samples to the 16-bit representation used bY 
the TMS32020. This prevents the occurence of any overflow in the DFT calcn 
lations and the only errors in the calculations result from the multiplies'.  
tions. 

Pe (n)(e) 

Figure 3.13 : Probability density function for two's complement 
truncation error. 

When two 16-bit numbers are multiplied the resulting product i S  
32-bit number. With the TMS32020 the 32-bit product is eventually truncatst  
to 16 bits when it is stored in memory. As with the quantization noisa 4 ele  
the input the error due to truncation can be treated as additive noise  
error samples  characterized by the probability density function shown "L ci  
Figure 3.13 [8]. The difference between the input rounding quantization 
this truncation noise is that for two's complement truncation the result i ; 
errors have nonzero mean. The truncation error after each multiplicati

h
vis  

will have a mean me 	-2 -b/2 and variance ae2  — 2-2b/12  with b = 15 in t 
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This variance is for real multiplications, and since for 
this partic-

'rilar algorithm each multiplication shown in the algorithm 
corresponds to two 

17,11elltiplications the variance of the 
complex signal after multiplication 

2-Lh/6, where it has been assumed that the truncation errors for the 
eal and imaginary parts of the product are uncorrelated. 

For the algorithm given in Figure 3.12, since there are no multiplies 
in the calculations leading to the DFT outputs of X(0), X(4), X(8) 

and X(12) 
theg 

-e particular outputs have no additive noise due 
to truncation. The out- 

puts 
 X( 2 ), X(6), x(10) and X(14) each have two multiplies associated with 

trait calculation, while the odd ordered outputs each 
have six multiplica-

a.2.1s  associated with their calculation. The variance of the complex trun-
izt- on noise at the DFT outputs is then 0, 2 -2h13 or 2 -2h  depending which 

me  Put is being considered. The truncation noise at each 
output will have a 

sn  value depending on how the various contributing 
multiplication outputs 

et  
tee  added or subtracted. From Figure 3.12 the 

worst possibility is that the 

eeeci].; and imaginary parts of the truncation noise at a 
particular output will 

tiû, be 4me ,  and therefore the worst case mean 
square value of the trunca- 

--' noise i s  

EflekIlmax 6x2ae 2  + 2(4me ) 2  

9x2 -2b  
(3.5-1) 

where  
If the  r‘le...  is the cumulative error due to truncation at 

the kth  DFT output. 

seal, gu £ input sequence is (6x64)-lco5(27rfknT) where the factor 
1/6 is the 

ter1111 before sampling to avoid A/D converter 
saturation and 1/64  is the h  

outputPut . scaling to avoid overflow in the calculations then 
	e kth  DFT 

vilicl)litsl: ofwiZ6r<o64) melzation 
or truncation errors will 

have a mean square 

(1/12) 2  and if the worst case 
signal-to-truncation 

Wors  ratio is taken as the ratio of the mean 
square signal level over the 

case mean square truncation noise level then 

[ 2 2b ] 
SNRt  — 10.1ogio 

9(12) 2  

b 	iç  
-call. 	-- the signal-to-noise ratio due 

to truncation is 58.9 dB. If the 

eightng fact 
-°r  of 1/6 is changed to 

1/24 to allow for the possibility of 

/eQrks users' signals at the demodulator input the 
signal-to-noise ratio 

calaulcut to be 46 dB, and in  either  case the 
 effect  of  truncation  in the 

qUanr:tibn of the DFT is negligible compared to 
the effect of the eight-bit 

signalo aticri  of the A/D 
converters (recall that SNRa 

 — 34.2 dB with two FSK 

at the- at  the demodulator  input and SNR,/ 
 — 22.2 dB with eight FSK 

signals 

demodulator input). 

,ne wITIC Previous anal
Y 
s is is not valid for 

nonrectangular windowing. If 

"indow--cne  coefficients are not all 
one then the multiplication by the 

sequence at the input to the DFT 
will result in 

additional truncation 
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errors. Then each output will have at least 31 and possibly up to 37 multi -

plications associated with the calculation of the real and imaginary parts. 

The worst error will be associated with X(0) because the mean value of the  

real and imaginary parts of the output error due to truncation will each be 
31me . Then the worst case mean square value of the truncation noise ratio 

is 

Eilekilmax 
— 31x2ue2  + 2(31me ) 2  

485.7x2 -2h  (3.5-3) 

and the worst case signal-to-truncation noise ratio with two FSK input sig' 
nais  is 

For b = 15 	and nonrectagular windowing equation (3.5-4) results . ine  
SNRt  — 41.6 dB. Using equation (3.3-8) with an input signal-to-system nol 
ratio of 16 dB and SNR101 replaced by SNRt , the loss in signal-to-noise rate_ 
due to truncation noise is 0.01 dB which is still small when compared to the  
effect of the input quantization noise. 

In order to test the DFT algorithm a BASIC program has been writtersi 
which generates 32 complex samples of a sinusoid with phase and frequency ad  
input variables. The samples are quantized to eight bits and then converte ,. 
to 16-bit samples so that the output samples are identical to those the: 
would be presented to the microprocessors by the A/D converters with a Peto  
sinusoid at the demodulator input. A few extra instructions were added 
the DFT section of the program in the appendix such that the square mage; 
tude of the DFT output X(0) is calculated and stored as an output by t 
simulator. 	Using the TMS32020 simulator IX(0)1 2  was calculated with tn ,  
modified DFT program with the frequency of the sampled input sinusoidal Se  
quence varying from -320 kHz to +320 kHz. The results for various windowieg  
functions are presented in Figures 3.14 - 3.18 and Table 3.2. 

A comparison of the theoretical window parameters given in Table 2.1 
 and the simulation measurements shows that the eight-bit A/D quantizati °ni 

the 16-bit register length of the TMS32020 and the 16-bit representation °e  
the window coefficients have very little noticable effect on the wint 
parameters and the measured DFT filter shapes. The measured 3 dB bandwioçie  
of the main lobe is identical to that predicted in Table 2.1 for all of tio  
windows. 	The sidelobe levels are as predicted in theory for peak  le' cl  
less than 30 dB down from the peak of the mainlobe, but as the predier41  
levels drop below 30 dB, differences begin to arise due to the quantizatI'i 
and truncation effects. For the Kaiser-Bessel window with a — 1.8 the di / 

 ference between the predicted and measured highest sidelobe level is on
i
île 

 0.9 dB which is the largest difference for all of the windows listed 
Table 3.2. 

r Now that the sampling, windowing and DFT sections of the demodula
to

A 

implementation have been discussed and their nonideal effects charactetie' 
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WINDOW 
HIGHEST 	 3 dB 
SIDELOBE 	BANDWIDTH 

(dB) 	(+ 1/T5  Hz) 

Rectangular  -13.2 	 0.88 

Table 3,2 : comparison of 
measured window parameters. 
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the only function left to describe is the decision and output section cf 

this particular implementation. This is the subject of the next section. 

3.6 	DECISIONS AND DATA REGENERATION 

From equation (2.5-22) the decision variables are just scaled versions 

 of the DFT outputs. Because the  scaling is the same for all of the decision 
variables the factors 12E5/T 5  can be ignored and the decisions will be made  
based directly on the DFT outputs. The demodulator then must determine  for  
each user which of M DFT outputs has the largest magnitude. Since the decl' 
sion variable with the largest magnitude will also have the largest squared  
magnitude, it makes no difference in the error performance whether the demo -

dulator compares the M magnitudes or squared magnitudes. Therefore the pre" 
cess of finding the square roots can be avoided and the decision section of  
the program will make comparisons of the squared magnitudes of the DFT our-

puts. 

To simplify the decision section it has been assumed that M is the sa'  
for each user and separate programs have been written for M — 2, 4, 8, and  
16. For binary decisions the demodulator simply computes for each user rile 

 difference in the squared magnitudes of the two DFT outputs of interest ' 
From the sign of the difference the demodulator determines for each  user  
whether the transmitted symbol was a one or a zero. For M greater than 

,, 
 

the demodulator compares two of the decision variables, makes an inter: 
mediate decision and then compares the larger of the two with a third de° 1- 

 sion variable, repeating the process until all of the decision variabl es  
have been exhausted for that particular user. In this manner the demodula ' 
tor determines which frequency was transmitted for each user and hence which 

 symbol was transmitted. 

f decision sections of the demodulator software are similar for the cases o16  
M  — 2, 8 or 16. The maximum number of instructions required is for M 
in which case the decision and output section may require up to 125 inetee 'd 

 tion cycles to execute. The maximum number in instruction cycles requi.ti e 9  
for the demodulator software is made up of 64 cycles for input, 424 cY° ;e 0  
for windowing and the DFT, 125 cycles for decisions and output, and 6  cycle:  
for loop and branch control for a total 619 instruction cycles. This leara 

 21 unused cycles in the 125 ps processing period, which is not enough cycl e 
 to eliminate the noise aliasing problem as discussed in section 3.2. 

Figure 3.19 is a block diagram of the circuit which takes the outpetel 

from the two TMS32020s and presents the output codes to the individe 

1 ef  For each symbol period, if there are eight binary users a tota ,e  
eight bits are required to represent the recovered data for all of tilt 

  users. Similarly for four 4-ary users eight bits are required to represene  
the two bits per symbol for all of the users, for two 8-ary users six bit  
are required and for a single 16-ary user four bits are needed for the delltn:e 

 dulator output. The demodulator will use an eight bit code to present t' 
recovered M-ary symbols in parallel as a single output. The TMS32020 asSenlie 
bler language program listed in the appendix contains the section of c°  

The used for decisions and generating the output code for 4-ary FSK users. . . 
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dsc oders for each user. 	Each user will have a log2M bit shift register 

lailich if necessary converts the M-ary symbols to binary data and syn-

,c1?tonizes the data with a local data rate clock. Figure 3.20 is a circuit 1 
1 ,
a
Fam of the electronics used to implement the block diagram of Figure 

3  
' I . 	For testing purposes switches have been included which allow 

a given 

/.1, s .er's output to be routed to one of the two output connectors 
on the demo-

uuiator circuit board. 

The 
 has  bee majority of the hardware used for the 

demodulator implementation 

3.20. n 
presented in the circuit diagrams of Figures 

3.5, 3.8, 3.9, and 

The only hardware that has not yet been mentioned is 
the simple in- 

tsre_ c  
is  ,a e between program read-only memory (ROM) and the two 

TMS32020s which 

fun  sh°wn in Figure 3.21. The ROMs used are erasable so that 
the windowing 

etion can be changed simply by reprogramming the ROMs 
with the new window 

c  
oefficients. 	Thus the description of the 

demodulator implementation is 
Complet 

SUMMY 

dis,-ll 
The  design and implementation 

of a digital block demodulator has been 

Tbe seed in  this chapter, drawing on the 
theory presented in chapter 2. 

choice of a symbol rate and other parameters 
for the demodulator was 

cha
,ussed in section 3.2 	The sampling and quantization effects were 
ra 

 aecticterized in section 3.3 fo llowed by a discussion of DFT 
algorithms in 

Pres :°n 3 . 4 . Simulations of the DFT 
response with various windows were 

bse --nted  in section 3.5 and the 
demodulator decision making and output have 

haallbdiacussed in this final section, completing chapter 3. The demodulator 

ne%t 	tested and the results of various measurements 
are presented in the 

chapter. 

3.7 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

4,1 
INTRODUCTION 

4_  The theory and design of a digital block 
demodulator has been presented 

,r_the previous two chapters. A demodulator has been built based 
on the 

1:32020 microprocessor as described in the chapter 3, with the intention of 

sell demonstrating that the digital approach is 
a viable alternative to the 

a  based block demodulator and of determining the performance of this 

diCr°ech. In this chapter performance measurements 
of the digital block 

birdulator are presented. In most cases the measurements 
are presented as 

error curves which are plots of the measured probability that 
a bit re 

rnera
:1 

- 

ted by the demodulator is in error versus the measured 
ratio of Esr/No  

the  demodulator input. Measurements have been taken with 
additive Gaus-

s  e  noise at the demodulator input both with and 
without perfect frequency 

e:hronization between the users and the demodulator. These measurements 
the  been done with a rectangular and a 

Kaiser-Bessel window to demonstrate 

to effect of receiver windowing. As well, the effect of an interfering 

ne has been investigated. 

tors  In order to carry out 
these measurements, suitable FSK signal genera-

ef   are 
the 

required. The method of generating the 
FSK signals is the subject 

next section. 

M-ARY FSK SIGNAL GENERATION 

signaIbe  FSK signal generators should be capable of 
switching between the 

tor  ing frequencies in less than the 12.5 ps 
allowed for by the demodula-

in .,thOtherwise the characterization 
of the demodulator 

performance presented 

input is  chapter would be pessimistic due to the nonideal signals at the 

testi ;,  Two  Wavetek model 5155A 
frequency synthesizers were available for 

gens,78  the demodulator and they formed 
the basis for 

two independent FSK 

nio ,_ -ators. The synthesizers have a 
quoted switching time of 1 ps which is 

" than  sufficient for the purpose of testing 
the demodulator. 

qUenj„ach  sYnthesizer has a parallel 
interface which allows 

the output fre-

ts ' to be determined by a binary coded decimal (BCD) 
input. 	Figure 4.1 

Einar. block diagram of the circuit used 
for programming the 

synthesizers. 

PseudY  data is generated b a data error analyser whose output is a 

symb o-r 	 Y  andom bit stream 	For M 0 2 this 
data must be converted to 

M-ary 

the

to t°1s which cons i s t of 1:o 2M bits in parallel. 
A ROM lookup table is used 

eke  the symbol as  an input and 
generate the BCD code 

required to program 

seva 	
3 

1  -Ponding s mbol frpequency at 
the synthesizer's 

output. The ROM has 
ccrreR 

qUirr ' inputs whicrh can be switched between 
Voo  and ground so that 

the re-

l.!  e
e-
el-, frequency offsets between the 

various users for the 
various values of 

 he generated. As well, switches have 
been included so that there is 

59 
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Figure 4.1 : Block diagram of the FSK signal generation circuits. 

the option of generating frequency offsets of 4 kHz and 8 kHz correspondil 
to 10 percent and 20 percent errors in the FSK frequencies, as required fil)le  
the measurements of section 4.5. Figure 4.2 is a circuit diagram of t  
electronics for programming the Wavetek synthesizers. 

The two FSK signal generators are incorporated as part of the measure ' 
ment system used to determine the demodulator performance. The overall sYs-
tem is described in the next section. 

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

The demodulator performance has been determined with various degrelei 
tions simulated at the demodulator input. Figure 4.3 is a block diagram ee  

the system used for determining bit error probabilities as a function of the  
ratio of Esr/No . The two data generators and synthesizers use the seen 

 clock signal so that the symbol switching instants are synchronized betwee 
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the two resulting FSK signals and the requirement for time synchronization 

 between the users is met. The outputs of the two FSK signal generators 
designated as user A and user B are added together with system noise t° 
simulate what would be the dehopped IF signal at the receiver. This si gnal  
is then operated on by the block demodulator which generates estimates of 
the transmitted data for each user. The two recovered bit streams cot' 
responding to user A and user B are fed back to the data error  analyse
which compare the recovered data with the data which was transmitted and 

generate the bit error rate averaged over a period of time. 

For each user the effective received energy per symbol Esr  is deter 
 mined from the measured average power output CA  and CB of the frequency aYn-

thesizers. The energy per symbol is given by 

where Ts  is the symbol period which is effectively 50 ps in this case. I t 
 was found that the nonzero switching time of the synthesizers has no notica 

ble effect on the measured signal powers. 

The system noise is generated with a 50 ohm load connected as the inee  
to several cascaded amplifiers. The output of the final amplifier stage wal 
observed on a spectrum analyser to make sure there were no oscillations an' 
to verify that the noise spectrum is indeed flat over a wide range of fra: 
quency. 	The observed spectrum appeared constant at frequencies up tvi  
20 MHz, beyond which the spectrum dropped off. 	The noise power spectral  
density in the region of 10.70 MHz is estimated by passing the noise signe  
through a bandpass filter with a center frequency of fo  — 10.70 MHz. If the  
input to the filter with a frequency response H(f) is white Gaussian holae  
with a power spectral density N0/2 then the average output power is 

N 	No 	IH(f)1 2  df 
0 

N0BIH(fo )1 2 	 (4.3 -2)  

where B is the noise equivalent bandwidth of the filter defined as 

11-1(f)1 2  df 
0 

B 	 (4.3 -3)  • 
IH(fc)1 2  

The noise equivalent bandwidth of the filter has been determined with t iled  
use of numerical integration and found to be B — 1.13 MHz, and the midten , 
insertion loss at fo  — 10.70 MHz has been measured as 1.6 dB. Using el°  
tions (4.3-1) and (4.3-2) the ratio of Esr/No  is determined as 

10 . 10g10(E5r/No )  — C I dBm N 1dBm 
+ 10.1og10(T 5B) - 20.1og1oIH(fc)1 
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CldBm - NI 	+ 15.9 dB 	 (4.3-4) 
IdBm 

The bit error probability has been measured with various values Of 

Esr/No. The results with perfect frequency synchronization are presented lo 

the next section. 	Before proceeding to the performance characterization,  

the power consumption of the demodulator is of interest. 	The demodulatot  

circuit board requires a single 5 volt power supply, and the A/D converters 

 require ±5 volts. The current drawn from each supply has been measured t°  
determine that the demodulator consumes 9.6 watts of power. 

4.4 	PERFORMANCE WITH SYSTEM NOISE 

For noncoherent reception of M-ary FSK signals the ideal demodulate  
performance with system noise and no synchronization errors has been sg 
pressed in equation (2.5-39), which is repeated here as equation (4.4-1): 

of Figure 4.4 shows the measured bit error probability as a function The the measured ratio of Esr/No  for 4-ary FSK and rectangular windowing. 
theoretical curve given by equation (4.4-1) is included for comparison. 

Measurements for each of the four user channel allocations of  Fige
3.1 illustrate the effect of the noise aliasing discused in chapter 3. Pig; 
ure 4.5(a) shows the complex baseband channel allocations for M - 2,  
8. Figure 4.5(b) shows the power spectral density of the analog come°  
baseband noise process z(t), which is just the square magnitude of the ftei 
quency response of the lowpass filters in the inphase and quadrature arms ee  
the demodulator, and Figure 4.5(c) is the spectrum of the sampled version cf: 
z(t). From figure 4.5 the noise aliasing should have the most dramatic ehe 

 fect on the channels which include the signaling bins at the edge of tf , 
demodulator bandwidth while the noise aliasing should have very little e,e 

 fect on those channels which are made up of only signaling bins close to t't;e  
center of the demodulator bandwidth. Indeed from Figure 4.4 this is th  
case as the performance for 4-ary users 1 and 4 which are the channels he 
either band edge is clearly poorer than that for users 2 and 3 which are tee 

 two center channels. The performance for user 4 is the worst of all sin„e  
the channel for user 4 contains the signaling bin located directly on it; 
sampling frequency, which is the location of the peak in the noise speott  

ing The implementation loss of the demodulator with rectangular window „4 
is the difference in decibels between the theoretical and measured ratio 

Esr/No required to maintain a given bit error probability. From Figure 13,  
the implementation loss for 4-ary FSK varies from only 0.2 dB to 1. 8  al 
depending on which channel is used. These deviations from the theoret ic  

n i5°  optimum can be attributed to the quantization and truncation -° ,0 0 
associated with the digital processing, the deviation from the ideal 7 
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Figure 4.4 : The bit error probability measured 
for 4-ary FSK for 

each of the four possible 
channel locations. 
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rl

Phase matching of the analog components of the demodulator's inphase and 

adrature arms and any system noise contributions due 
to the demodulator's 

ectronics. As well, for the channels at the band edges, most 
of the im-

plementation loss above the 0.2 dB loss associated with the 
center channels 

ls due to the aliasing of the noise spectrum. 

Figure 4.6 shows the bit error curves for binary FSK 
users with rec 

gu 	

- 

tanla , a 	r windowing. Again the implementation loss varies 
depending on the 

_ 
n nnel location. The loss for channels 2 to 6 is 0.2 dB which agrees with 

5(1e measurements for 4-ary FSK. The worst implementation loss 
of 2.6 dB is 

) 
 

channel 8, which should be the worst loss for any 
of the possible demo-

,a1.11ator configurations. From Figure 4.5(c), both of the 
signaling bins for 

"?nary channel 8 are affected by the aliased noise 
spectrum, while for 4-ary 

Channel  4, the worst channel for 4-ary users, only two 
of the four signaling 

:ns are affected by the aliased noise spectrum, 
and as expected the worst 

case
l   

performance degradation due to the aliasing 
is worse for binary users 

than  for 4-ary users. 

fo  Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the measured and 
theoretical bit error curves 

nr.  B-ary FSK and 16-ary FSK, both with rectangular windowing. 
For 8-ary 

a  
a 16-ary FSK the measured implementation loss 

varies with the measured 

ratio of 	' 
Esr/No . Both channels for 8-ary users are 

affected by the noise 

aliasin  
, 	g which is apparent from the implementation losses varying from 

0. 
dB at low values of Esr/No  to 0.6 dB at higher 

values of Esr/No  for 

Channel  1 and 1.1 dB at low Esr/No  to 1.6 dB 
at higher values of Esr/No  for 

dennel 2. The implementation loss for 16-ary FSK varies from 0.7 to 1.2 

mi  As discussed in chapter 2, due to the possibility of frequency 

resalignment between the various users and the 
dehopping synthesizer at the 

o f.epeiver ,  nonrectangular windowing is of 
interest. The effect of frequency 

ve'sets with both the rectangular window 
and a Kaiser-Bessel window is in-

m.., atigated in the next section. The Kaiser-Bessel window used 
in these 

frsurements has the parameter a - 1.4. 
Before investigating the effect of 

l  n equency offsets, measurements were made with 
the Kaiser-Bessel window with 

o  
4.9 0ffsets for 4-ary FSK channel 3. The results are presented in Figure 

ic  • With nonrectangular  receiver windowing 
the deviation from 

the theoret- 

nral  curve is attributed to both the 
demodulator implementation loss and the 

°cessing loss asociated with the window. 
For 4-ary user 3 the demodulator 

eiP lementation loss is 0.2 dB. Since from Figure 4.9, 
the total loss with 

wir1,
1 Ksiser- Bessel  window is 1.4 dB, the 

measured processing loss for the 

-(3w  is 1.2 dB. This is in agreement with 
the theoretical processing loss 

°f 

 

1 . 1 7 •-7 dB listed in Table 2.1 
for the Kaiser-Bessel 

window with a - 1.4. 

PERFORMANCE WITH FREQUENCY ERRORS 

offs  In this sec tion  performance measurements 
are presented with frequency 

signe.” cf 4 and 8 kHz 
corresponding to errors 

of 10 and 20 percent of the 

dows a' ing bin spacing. Both the 
rectangular 

and Kaiser-Bessel (a -1.4) win-

3, are used. The measurements are 
all carried out for 

4-ary FSK, channel 

4.5 
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Figure 4.6 : The bit error probability measured for binary FSK for 
each of the eight possible channel locations. 
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Figllee 4 .8 : The bit error probability measured for 16-ary FSK. 
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The results are shown in Figure 4.10. For rectangular windowing the 

loss due to the frequency offsets (for a given Pb, the difference in dB 
between the measurements with offsets and those with no offsets) is not con-
stant over the range of measured Esr/No  but for an offset of 10 percent 
varies from 0.7 dB at Pb — 0.04 to 1.1 dB at Pb — 10 -5 . The loss asociated 
with the more severe offset of 20 percent varies from 3 dB at Pb — 0.04 to 

5.3 dB at Pb = 5x10 -5 . 

With the Kaiser-Bessel window the loss due to the frequency offsets ap -

pears constant for the measured values of Esr/No , the results being 0.3 dB 
for offsets of 10 percent and 1.2 dB for offsets of 20 percent. Hence the 
Kaiser-Bessel window greatly reduces the effects of frequency offsets, but 
for offsets of 10 percent the additional processing loss asociated with the 
Kaiser-Bessel window makes the rectangular window still the better of the 
two. 	Thus for small frequency errors the rectangular window still performs 
well, but for larger offsets the Kaiser-Bessel window is better. 	As well ,  
for small frequency offsets the rectangular window may not be the best 
choice if the power levels received from the various users can vary greatlY 
due to the high sidelobe levels as discussed in section 2.6. The demodula -
tor may be able to tolerate higher levels of adjacent channel interference 

 with the nonrectangular window. The effect of interference is investigated  
in the next section. 

4.6 	EFFECT OF CO-CHANNEL AND ADJACENT CHANNEL INTERFERENCE 

Since the demodulator is being considered for use in el  
frequency-hopping system with the possibility of intentional interfering 
signals present at the receiver input, the effect of interfence is of inter' 
est. In this section an interfering tone is placed in or near the channel  
of interest and the tone amplitude is increased until bit errors  are 

 detected. As discussed in the previous section, with frequency offsets, 
terference from users of adjacent channels may be significant. Measuremen ts  
are made with two users present, and the difference in power levels between  
the two users is increased until errors are detected for the lower power  
user. Again, the measurements in this section are carried out for 4- 9tY 
FSK, channel 3. There is no system noise added to the received signal for  
any of the measurements of this section. 

Before proceeding with the measurements with an interfering tone, the 
 difference in average power level has been measured for a single user when  

the signal drives the A/D converters to the point of saturation, and when  
the signal is so small that the quantization noise begins to cause erro15' 
This will be an estimate of the dynamic range of the A/Ds. With the re% 
tangular window the measured swing in input power level was 44 dB, and wite 

 the Kaiser-Bessel window the measured swing was 42 dB. As expected, tl?, 
result is slightly smaller for the nonrectangular window due to the window 
processing loss. 

An interfering tone has been placed exactly on one of the FSK s ignalirge  

frequencies for user 3. For both window functions, the power of tl_ t  
interfering tone can be raised to 0.4 dB below that of the signal before hl 
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Figure 4.10 : The bit error probability measured for 4-ary FSK 

with rectangular and Kaiser-Bessel (a — 1.4) windows 

and frequency offsets of 10 and 20 percent. 
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Interfering tone power to signal power ratio (dB) 
for tone located: 
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exactly on a 
signal frequency 

exactly between 	on nearest 
two signaling 	adjacent channel 
frequencies 	signal frequency 

Rectangular 
Window 

Kaiser-Bessel 
Window, a — 1.4 

-0.4 dB 

-0.4 dB 

42 dB 	 44 dB 

1.9 dB 	 27 dB 

Table 4.1 : Interfering tone power required to cause bit errors. 

errors begin to occur for the data recovered for user 3. 	With a perfect 
system, bit errors would not occur until the power of the interfering tone 

 is equal to the signal power, but because of the demodulator's system and  
quantization noise, errors occur with an interfering tone power slightlY 
less than the signal power. 

The frequency of the interfering tone was then changed so that the tone 

was exactly half way between two signaling frequencies. With the rec , 
tangular window, bit errors begin to occur as the signal power is lowere' 
more than 42 dB below the power of the interfering tone. For the 50 ps sYle 
bol period, the orthogonal tone spacing are multiples of 20 kHz, and since  
the interfering tone is located 20 kHz from the closest two signaling fte-
quencies and 60 kHz from the other two signaling frequencies, the interfe r-

ing tone has little effect on the signal demodulation. The signal Poeee 
 must be lowered to almost to the point of dynamic range limit of the A/De 

 before errors occur. For the Kaiser-Bessel window, errors begin to eccee  
when the signal power is only 1.9 dB below the power of the interfering 

 tone. This result is surprising since from the simulated DFT frequencY 

response of Figure 3.16 for the Kaiser-Bessel window, the DFT filter 

response at frequencies of +20 kHz is 8 dB below the peak of the main lobe' 
Hence for an interfering tone located half way between two signaling fre; 
quencies, the interfering tone should not cause bit errors until its Pee 

 approaches a level 8 dB above the signal power level. 

Finally, the interfering tone was placed exactly on the nearest sigl 

naling frequency of the next channel. Again because this corresponds to ell 

 orthogonal frequency, the interfering tone has little effect when 
the reuw 

tangular window is used. The signal power could be dropped to 44 dB bel°, 

 the power of the interfering tone, which is the point at which the signal iP 
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no longer within the dynamic range of the A/D converters. With the 
Kaiser-Bessel window, when the signal power drops more than 27 dB below the 
interference power, errors begin to occur. The amount of interference that 
can be tolerated with the Kaiser-Bessel window should be limited by the 
:31 dB sidelobe levels. The results for the measurements with an interfer-
ing tone are summarized in Table 4.1. 

From the above measurements, the rectangular window appears to have su-
Psrior performance compared to the Kaiser-Bessel window. This is due to the 
fact that for the last two measurements, the interfering tone was placed ex-
actly on an orthogonal tone location for the rectangular window. One the 
reasons for using a nonrectangular window is to combat the effect of inter-
ference when the interfering signal is not orthogonal to to user's signal, 
as  would be the case when there are frequency offsets from the ideal sig-
naling frequencies. To investigate the effect of this sort of adjacent 
channel interference, two FSK signals were passed to the demodulator input, 
and the power level of one was lowered until errors began to occur. This 
as  done with various frequency errors for each user. The results for both 

the rectangular and Kaiser-Bessel windows are summarized in Table 4.2. 

Adjacent channel power to signal power ratio (dB) 

for the following frequency offsets: 

no 	one user 	both users 
offsets offset by offset by 

10% 	10%  

one user 
offset by 

20 % 

both users 
offset by 

20 % 

Rectangular 	26 dB 	16 dB 	14 dB 
Window 

11 dB 	6 dB 

Kaiser-Bessel 
Window, 
-* 1.4 

24 dB  24 dB 	23 dB 24 dB 	24 dB 

Table 4.2 : Adjacent channel interfering power required to 
cause 

bit errors. 

the  The  results clearly show the benefit 
of the Kaiser-Bessel window when 

tivra  are frequency errors between the users and the 
receiver, and the rela- 

cffa  Power levels of the users differ significantly. 
For large frequency 

alisets  of 20 percent the users must all 
have power levels within 6 dB of 

use  the other users if a rectangular window is used, otherwise 
the low power 

rs  will be severely affected by the interference. For the same situation 
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with a Kaiser-Bessel window with a — 1.4, the users power levels can deviate 
by 24 dB. Interestingly, the adjacent channel power levels which can be 
tolerated with the Kaiser-Bessel window is almost constant at 24 dB for fre -
quency errors from 0 to 20 percent. With no frequency offsets, the rec-
tangular window allows a 26 dB difference in power levels before errors 
occur for the low power user. Ideally this difference should approach the 
44 dB limit of the dynamic range of the A/D converters since the two users 
signals are supposed to be orthogonal. The large difference between the 

measured value and the theoretical limit of 44 dB can be attributed to the 
combination of small phase and frequency transients resulting from the im' 
perfect FSK generators, and the demodulator quantization. These results 
combined with those of section 4.5 show that the demodulation with rec -
tangular windowing is much more sensitive to frequency misalignments. 

This completes the description of the performance measurements which 
have been carried out with the demodulator. The results are further 
evaluated in the conclusions of the next chapter. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

5 .1 	PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AND EVALUATION 

A digital block demodulator for M-ary NCFSK 
signals multiplexed in fre-

luency has been built and tested. 	The measured bit error performance 

rlp
ends on the channel allocation within the 

demodulator bandwidth, due to 

, iased noise power resulting from the sampling 
process. The implementation 

2ss thus varies from 0.2 dB for the 
best channels to 2.6 dB for the worst 

Channel allocation. In the demodulator design the 
degradation due to alias-

Cg was predicted and accepted in order to keep 
the demodulator implementa-

,L 1011  fairly simple while processing a reasonable bandwidth. With more 

: rdware the noise aliasing could be avoided and the 
implementation loss 

uld be held to about 0.2 dB for all of the 
channel allocations, which is 

a 

verY good result. 

. 	The dynamic range of the demodulator is limited by 
the number of bits 

used  in quantization by the A/D 
converters. With only a single user and no 

noise  present at the input, the dynamic range 
was measured as 44 dB with 

,f e_ctangular windowing, and 42 dB with the Kaiser Bessel 
window (a — 1.4). 

e a larger dynamic range is desired, the number of quantization 
bits could 

increased to 10 with very little changes 
required in the hardware, and no 

n_Changes  required in the demodulator software. Increasing the number of 

intization bits beyond 10 would require changes to the demodulator 

Software   to allow for software scaling to keep 
the magnitude of the inter 

me

- 

diate and final DFT results below 
one. The increase in 

quantization bits 

„ 
then be limited by the increase 

in instructions required 
for software 

lesling. As well, the increase would be limited by 
the 16-bit register 

flgth of the TMS32020. 

t, With a co-channel interfering tone the 
demodulator performs best with 

h"e rectangular window. This is due to the fact that the 
rectangular window 

t 	the narrowest possible mainlobe 
bandwidth and there is less 

chance that r 
the  interfering tone will be located at 

a frequency with low attenuation 
in 

e  DFT filter responses. 

Measurements with frequency errors showed that with equal 
power users 

and moderate errors of 10 percent, the 
rectangular window still gives better 

ietformance than the Kaiser-Bessel window due to the 
inherent processing 

C'e of the nonrac tangular window. 
For large errors of 20 percent, the 

11-.,eer-Bessel w indow is superior. With 
the possibility 

of large differences 

ti; the individual us ers' power 
levels, with frequency errors 

of 10 percent 

cbe  Kaiser-Bessel window gives about 9 dB more protection 
against adjacent 

f'ennel  
eque 

interference compared to the 
rectangular window. Thus for 

expected 

tr_ncy offsets of >10% and large 
differences in power 

levels, the nonrec- 

'ngular window is the better choice. 

77 
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Similar measurements have been carried out, described in [4], with a 
SAW-based demodulator. A comparison of the two technologies is presented 
next. 

5.2 	COMPARISON WITH A SAW-BASED DEMODULATOR 

There are a few differences in the system parameters for the SAW-based 
demodulator presented in [4] compared to the those used in this thesis. 
Most notably the SAW-based demodulator processes a greater number of sig -
naling bins (40) and therefore can handle more users. The symbol rate is 
faster at 20 k symbols/s, and the effective symbol period operated on by the 
demodulator is shorter at 25 ps. None of these differences affect the coal" 
parison of bit error rates as a function of Esr/No , and hence the measure -
ments with system noise can be compared directly. For the SAW demodulator 
the FSK tone spacing is 100 kHz or 2.5 times the minimum orthogonal tone 
spacing of (25 ps) -1  — 40 kHz. Because of this difference compared to the 
spacing used in this thesis, the measurements with frequency errors and in' 
terfering tones cannot be directly compared. 

The measured implementation loss for the SAW-based demodulator was 
0.5 dB. Since the demodulator uses analog processing, there is no probleal  
of noise aliasing and the loss does not depend on the channel allocation . 

 For some channel allocations, the digital demodulator performs slightly 
better with an implementation loss of 0.2 dB, while for the worst channel 
the digital implementation performs considerably worse with a loss cf 
2.6 dB. If the noise aliasing in the digital demodulator can be avoided , 

 its performance would then be comparable to or in fact slightly better than 
the SAW-based implementation. 

The dynamic range of the SAW demodulator was found to be 50 dB, which 
is better than the maximum 44 dB dynamic range found for the digite.1; 
approach used in this thesis. As mentioned the dynamic range of the digital 
demodulator was sufficient for the purpose of this study, but can be Le' 
proved with longer quantization register lengths. An improved SAW-based 

 demodulator mentioned in [4] is currently being developed which should have 
a dynamic range greater than 50 dB. 

The power requirements for the SAW-based demodulator are not discussed  
in [4], but the manufacturer's specifications for the particular SAW device 
used state a power consumption of 14.75 watts. In addition, the demodulate 

 has some digital electronics associated with it which increases the Powee, 
consumption beyond the 14.75 watts of the SAW device. Thus the SAW-bas aï 
demodulator requires more power than the 9.6 watts consumed by the digitea  
implementation presented here. In neither case, though, was the design en 

 implementation done with the intention of minimizing power consumption. 

Fer applications for which the demodulators would be employed in sPene  
such as onboard processing for frequency-hopping satellite communications; 

the effect  of radiation should be minimal. Apparently surface acoustic wav,. 

devices are  not affected by radiation whereas digital electronic> 

 constructed with the NMOS process used for the TMS32020 are  adverse 
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affected by radiation and are not considered good for space applications. 
Texas Instruments is planning the production of a CMOS version of the 
TMS32020. Apparently CMOS devices have better radiation hardness than NMOS 
devices, but they still may not meet the radiation resistant requirements 
for space-borne applications, unless the CMOS process used is specifically 
designed to be "radiation hard". 

It appears then that the SAW-based demodulator is better suited for 
sPace applications unless a suitable digital signal processor is developed 
"ehich is radiation hard. Also the SAW-based demodulator is capable of pro-
cessing more users. From a performance standpoint though, the digital im-
Plementation could be slightly better. 

FUTURE STUDIES 

TMS320C25 microprocessor, an enhanced CMOS version of the TMS32020 which 
as an instruction time of 100 ns, and would allow TMS32020 software to run at almost twice the speed, opening up many possibilities for further study. 
th the configuration of two microprocessors used in this project, replac- , l  

"-ng the '32020s with '320C25s would give the designer 610 more instruction 
cYcles for the demodulation process. This would allow the noise aliasing 
!roblem to be eliminated, and as well the bandwidth and number of users 
. 01.11d be expanded. Alternatively the symbol period could be shortened for a 
zaster data rate. 

Several interesting experiments could be performed with the demodulator 

71nich has been built. Measurements with the simulation of the jamming sig-
r r-s found in frequency-hopping systems could be carried out as described in 
Ile ]. Because of the ease in changing window functions, the effect of the 

e indcw with jamming signals present could be investigated. Error correction 
ncoding and diversity combining could be implemented to experimentally s  

A tudY the improvements they should bring about with a jamming environment. 

well, the performance measurements found in this thesis could be repeated 
Or  several different windows to aid the final choice of a window. 

5.3  

As mentioned above, Texas Instruments has announced the development of he 	 - - - 
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APPENDIX: 

TMS32020 ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE PROGRAM 

FOR THE 4-ARY NCFSK DEMODULATOR 

In this appendix, the demodulator software is presented for the 
case M = 4. Only the decision section of code is different for the 
other cases of M. The first section simply assigns addresses to the 
various windowing constants, DFT constants, and intermediate and final 
DFT variables. The next section, labeled the initialization section, 
is where the microprocessor starts from on power-up or after the reset 
has been activated. In this section the DFT and window coefficients 
are defined and stored in the on-chip RAM, the I/O  section of code is 
moved to on-chip RAM, and the TMS32020 is configured as required for 
the demodulator. The I/O  section follows in which the decision results 
from the previous symbol are sent as output to offchip shift registers 
for parallel-to-serial conversion, and the complex input samples for 
the next symbol period are obtained as input from the FIF0s. The sec-
tion that follows is the windowing and DFT section, which is an im-
plementation of the algorithm of Figure 3.12. The window used in this 
example is the Kaiser-Bessel window (a — 1.4). The final section of 
code is for 4-ary decisions. Decision sections for M — 2, 8, and 16 
are similar in form. The last few lines of code for the decision sec-
tion are actually contained at the beginning of the I/O  section. 



************************************************************ 

TMS32020 Assembler Language Program For 4-Ary NCFSK: 

IDT 	'4KB1' 

• This version of the program is to be run on TMS32020 

* processor 1. 

• The following definitions assign page addresses to 
* the symbols used for direct addressing throughout the 
* program. 

* The input data sequence (r(n)) is stored in memory 
* locations 0 to 63: 

	

RERO EQU 	0 

	

IMR0 EQU 	1 

	

RER1 EQU 	2 

	

IMR1 EQU 	3 

	

RER2 EQU 	4 

	

IMR2 EQU 	5 

	

RER3 EQU 	6 

	

IMR3 EQU 	7 

	

RER4 EQU 	8 

	

IMR4 EQU 	9 

	

RER5 EQU 	10 

	

IMR5 EQU 	11 

	

RER6 EQU 	12 

	

IMR6 EQU 	13 

	

RER7 EQU 	14 

	

IMR7 EQU 	15 

	

RER8 EQU 	16 

	

IMR8 EQU 	17 

	

RER9 EQU 	18 

	

IMR9 EQU 	19 
RER10 EQU 	20 
IMR10 EQU 	21 
RER11 EQU 	22 
IMR11 EQU 	23 
RER12 EQU 	24 
IMR12 EQU 	25 
RER13 EQU 	26 
IMR13 EQU 	27 
RER14 EQU 	28 
IMR14 EQU 	29 
RER15 EQU 	30 
IMR15 EQU 	31 
RER16 EQU 	32 
IMR16 EQU 	33 
RER17 EQU 	34 
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IMR17 EQU 	35 
RER18 EQU 	36 
IMR18 EQU 	37 
RER19 EQU 	38 
IMR19 EQU 	39 
RER20 EQU 	40 
IMR20 EQU 	41 
RER21 EQU 	42 
IMR21 EQU 	43 
RER22 EQU 	44 
IMR22 EQU 	45 
RER23 EQU 	46 
IMR23 EQU 	47 
RER24 EQU 	48 
IMR24 EQU 	49 
RER25 EQU 	50 
IMR25 EQU 	51 
RER26 EQU 	52 
IMR26 EQU 	53 
RER27 EQU 	54 
IMR27 EQU 	55 
RER28 EQU 	56 
IMR28 EQU 	57 
RER29 EQU 	58 
IMR29 EQU 	59 
RER30 EQU 	60 
IMR30 EQU 	61 
RER31 EQU 	62 
IMR31 EQU 	63 

* The window data sequence (w(n)) is stored in memory 

* locations 111 to 127: 

WO 	EQU 	111 	The values of w(n) for n > 16 

W1 	EQU 	112 	are not stored since 
the 

W2 	EQU 	113 	sequence is symmetric about 

W3 	EQU 	114 	n — 16. 

W4 	EQU 	115 
W5 	EQU 	116 
W6 	EQU 	117 
W7 	EQU 	118 
W8 	EQU 	119 
W9 	EQU 	120 
W10 EQU 	121 
W11 EQU 	122 
W12 EQU 	123 
W13  EQU 	124 
W14 EQU 	125 
W15 EQU 	126 
W16 	EQU 	127 

* Constants used in calculating 
the DFT are 

stored in 



* locations 108 to 110: 

SIN2U EQU 	108 
SIN3U EQU 	109 
COS3U EQU 	110 
COSU EQU 	SIN3U 
SINU EQU 	COS3U 

* Memory location 107 is used as a temporary storage 
* register: 

TEMP EQU 	107 

* Intermediate and final DFT results are stored in various 
* memory locations from 0 to 37: 

REX1 EQU 	2 	x(n) 	r(n) + r(n+16), 
IMX1 EQU 	3 	n 	0, 1, 	15 

	

REX2 EQU 	4 

	

IMX2 EQU 	5 

	

REX4 EQU 	8 

	

IMX4 EQU 	9 

	

REX7 EQU 	14 

	

IMX7 EQU 	15 

	

REX8 EQU 	16 

	

IMX8 EQU 	17 

	

REX11 EQU 	22 

	

IMX11 EQU 	23 

	

REX13 EQU 	26 

	

IMX13 EQU 	27 

	

REX14 EQU 	28 

	

IMX14 EQU 	29 

	

RET1 EQU 	32 

	

IMT1 EQU 	33 

	

RET4 EQU 	20 

	

IMT4 EQU 	21 

	

RET5 EQU 	12 
IMT5 EQU 	13 
RET6 EQU 	28 
IMT6 EQU 	29 
RET8 EQU 	18 
IMT8 EQU 	19 
RET9 EQU 	6 
IMT9 EQU 	7 
RET11 EQU 	10 
IMT11 EQU 	11 
RET12 EQU 	26 
IMT12 EQU 	27 
RET14 EQU 	30 
IMT14  EQU 	31 
RET15 EQU 	32 
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IMT15 EQU 
RET17 EQU 
IMT17 EQU 
RET19 EQU 
IMT19 EQU 
RET20 EQU 
IMT20 EQU 
RET21 EQU 
IMT21 EQU 
RET23 EQU 
IMT23 EQU 
RET24 EQU 
IMT24 EQU 
RET25 EQU 
IMT25 EQU 
RET26 EQU 
IMT26 EQU 
* 
REM2 EQU 
IMM2 EQU 
REM3 EQU 
IMM3 EQU 
REM4 EQU 
IMM4 EQU 
IMM5 EQU 
REM6 EQU 
IMM6 EQU 
REM10 EQU 
IMM10 EQU 
REM11 EQU 
IMM11 EQU 
REM12 EQU 
IMM12 EQU 
REM13 EQU 
IMM13 EQU 
* 
RES5 EQU 
IMS5 EQU 
RES8 EQU 
IMS8 EQU 
RES13 EQU 
IMS13 EQU 
RES15 EQU 
IMS15 EQU 
RES16 EQU 
IMS16 EQU 
RES19 EQU 
IMS19 EQU 
RES20 EQU 
IMS20 EQU 
* 
REFO EQU 

33 
32 
33 
2 
3 
6 
7 
14 
15 
30 
31 
18 
19 
22 
23 
26 
27 

12 
13 
8 
9 
16 
17 
3 
22 
23 
11 
10 
5 
4 
25 
24 
15 
14 

16 
17 
14 
15 
21 
20 
34 
35 
31 
30 
25 
24 
29 
28 

labeled F(p) 

32 	The DFT outputs 
are 
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IMFO EQU 	33 	rather than X(p) to avoid 
REF1 EQU 	18 	confusion with the sequence x(n). 
IMF1 EQU 	19 
REF2 EQU 	2 
IMF2 EQU 	3 
REF3 EQU 	29 
IMF3 EQU 	28 
REF4 EQU 	12 
IMF4 EQU 	13 
REFS EQU 	25 
IMF5 EQU 	24 
REF6 EQU 	8 
IMF6 EQU 	9 
REF7 EQU 	21 
IMF7 EQU 	20 
REF8 EQU 	6 
IMF8 EQU 	7 
REF9 EQU 	36 
IMF9 EQU 	37 
REF10 EQU 	5 
IMF10 EQU 	4 
REF11 EQU 	31 
IMF11 EQU 	30 
REF12 EQU 	11 
IMF12 EQU 	10 
REF13 EQU 	16 
IMF13 EQU 	17 
REF14 EQU 	0 
IMF14 EQU 	1 
REF15 EQU 	26 
IMF15 EQU 	27 
* 
************************************************************ 
* 
* 	Initialization: On powerup or when reset is 
* activated program execution starts from memory location O. 
* 

* 
AORG 	>0020 

* 
* 	The following table contains the constant values 
* used in windowing and computing the DFT: 
* 
COEF DATA 	>5A82 	Sin(2U) 

DATA 	>7642 	Sin(3U) 
DATA 	>CF04 	-Cos(3U) 

* 
* 
WINDOW DATA >0000 W(0) These coefficients are 

AORG 	0 AORG 	0 
B 	INIT B 	INIT 	Go to initialization routine. Go to initialization routine. 



SOVM 
SPM 
SSXM 

0 

CNFP 

RXF 
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DATA 	>0D6E 	W(1) 	for a KAISER-BESSEL 
DATA 	>1401 	W(2) 	window with a = 1.4. 
DATA 	>1BAC 	W(3) 
DATA 	>2452 	W(4) 
DATA 	>2DCA 	W(5) 
DATA 	>37DE 	W(6) 
DATA 	>424B 	W(7) 
DATA 	>4CCB 	W(8) 
DATA 	>570D 	W(9) 
DATA 	>60C1 	W(10) 
DATA 	>6997 	W(11) 
DATA 	>714C 	W(12) 
DATA 	>778C 	W(13) 
DATA 	>7C30 	W(14) 
DATA 	>7F0A 	W(15) 
DATA 	>7FFF 	W(16) 

INIT RPTK 
NOP 

* processor 2 reaches 
* before processor 1. 

A ten cycle delay is included 
here in the initialization for 
processor 1 to ensure that 

the point of polling the BIO pin 

9 

Set overflow mode. 
No shift on output from P reg. 
Set sign extension. 

LARP 	AR1 	Move DFT coefficients and window 
LRLK 	AR1,876 	data to on-chip memory 
RPTK 	19 	locations. 
BLKP 	COEF,*+ 

LDPK 	6 	 Load data page pointer. 

LRLK 	AR1 512 	Move I/O  program section to on- 
RPTK 	 chip RAM memory. 
BLKP 	L005,*+ 

Configure RAM block as program 
memory. 

Reset the external flag to 
indicate that initialization 
is complete. 

POLL+OFFSET Proceed to I/O  section. 

************************************************************ 

I/O Section: This program section is used for input 



* and output. In the initialization section it is 
* transfered to on-chip RAM program memory because the IN 
* and OUT instructions execute in fewer machine cycles when 
* executed from on-chip memory. A code representing the 
* decisions as calculated in the decision section is sent 
* through output port 0 to a decoding circuits. The line 
* labeled LOC6 is really the last line of the decision 
* section code. Then samples of the inphase and quadrature 
* components of the input waveform are obtained through 
* input ports 0 and 1 from the FIF0s. 

IO 	EQU 	 The label "IO" is assigned to 
the current program memory 
location, representing the 
beginning of the IO section. 

The next four lines of code are the last part of 
* the decision section of code. They are included here 
* because this section of code will run from on-chip RAM 
* memory, and the OUT instruction will then take only one 
* instruction cycle to execute, whereas if these four lines 
* were kept at the end of the decision section code which 
* runs from external ROM, the OUT instruction would require 
* two instruction cycles to execute. 

L005 LARK 	AR0,128 
LOC6 MAR 	*0+ 

SAR 	AR1,TEMP 
OUT 	TEMP,PAO 	Send the decision code to the 

decoding circuits. 

• The input section begins here. 

POLL BIOZ 	POLL+OFFSET Test the BIO pin to see if 
sampled data is ready in the 
FIF0s. Repeat test until data 
is ready. 

IN 	RERO,PAO 	Get data samples from the FIF0s. 
IN 	IMRO,PA1 	PAO is the port address of the 
IN 	RER1,PAO 	FIFO for the inphase arm of the 
IN 	IMR1,PA1 	demodulator, and PA1 is the 
IN 	RER2,PAO 	address of the FIFO for the 
IN 	IMR2,PA1 	quadrature arm. 
IN 	RER3,PAO 
IN 	IMR3,PA1 
IN 	RER4,PAO 
IN 	IMR4,PA1 
IN 	RER5,PAO 
IN 	IMR5,PA1 
IN 	RER6,PAO 
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IN 	IMR6,PA1 
IN 	RER7,PAO 
IN 	IMR7,PA1 
IN 	RER8,PAO 
IN 	IMR8,PA1 
IN 	RER9,PAO 
IN 	IMR9,PA1 
IN 	RER10,PAO 
IN 	IMR10,PA1 
IN 	RER11,PAO 
IN 	IMR11,PA1 
IN 	RER12,PAO 
IN 	IMR12,PA1 
IN 	RER13,PAO 
IN 	IMR13,PA1 
IN 	RER14,PAO 
IN 	IMR14,PA1 
IN 	RER15,PAO 
IN 	IMR15,PA1 

	

IN 	RER16,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR16,PA1 

	

IN 	RER17,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR17,PA1 

	

IN 	RER18,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR18,PA1 

	

IN 	RER19,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR19,PA1 

	

IN 	RER20,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR20,PA1 

	

IN 	RER21,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR21,PA1 

	

IN 	RER22,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR22,PA1 

	

IN 	RER23,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR23,PA1 

	

IN 	RER24,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR24,PA1 

	

IN 	RER25,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR25,PA1 

	

IN 	RER26,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR26,PA1 

	

IN 	RER27,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR27,PA1 

	

IN 	RER28,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR28,PA1 
IN 	RER29,PAO 
IN 	IMR29,PA1 
IN 	RER30,PAO 
IN 	IMR30,PA1 
IN 	RER31,PAO 
IN 	IMR31,PA1 



* and output. In the initialization section it is 
* transfered to on-chip RAM program memory because the IN 
* and OUT instructions execute in fewer machine cycles when 
* executed from on-chip memory. A code representing the 
* decisions as calculated in the decision section is sent 
* through output port 0 to a decoding circuits. The line 
* labeled LOC6 is really the last line of the decision 
* section code. Then samples of the inphase and quadrature 
* components of the input waveform are obtained through 
* input ports 0 and 1 from the FIF0s. 

IO 	EQU 	 The label "IO" is assigned to 
the current program memory 
location, representing the 
beginning of the IO section. 

The next four lines of code are the last part of 
* the decision section of code. They are included here 
* because this section of code will run from on-chip RAM 
* memory, and the OUT instruction will then take only one 
* instruction cycle to execute, whereas if these four lines 
* were kept at the end of the decision section code which 
* runs from external ROM, the OUT instruction would require 
* two instruction cycles to execute. 

L005 LARK 	AR0,128 
LOC6 MAR 	*0+ 

SAR 	AR1,TEMP 
OUT 	TEMP,PAO 	Send the decision code to the 

decoding circuits. 

• The input section begins here. 

POLL BIOZ 	POLL+OFFSET Test the BIO pin to see if 
sampled data is ready in the 
FIF0s. Repeat test until data 
is ready. 

IN 	RERO,PAO 	Cet data samples from the FIF0s. 
IN 	IMRO,PA1 	PAO is the port address of the 
IN 	RER1,PAO 	FIFO for the inphase arm of the 
IN 	IMR1,PA1 	demodulator, and PA1 is the 
IN 	RER2,PAO 	address of the FIFO for the 
IN 	IMR2,PA1 	quadrature arm. 
IN 	RER3,PAO 
IN 	IMR3,PA1 
IN 	RER4,PAO 
IN 	IMR4,PA1 
IN 	RER5,PAO 
IN 	IMR5,PA1 
IN 	RER6,PAO 

9 0 
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IN 	IMR6,PA1 
IN 	RER7,PAO 
IN 	IMR7,PA1 
IN 	RER8,PAO 
IN 	IMR8,PA1 
IN 	RER9,PAO 
IN 	IMR9,PA1 
IN 	RER10,PAO 
IN 	IMR10,PA1 
IN 	RER11,PAO 
IN 	IMR11,PA1 
IN 	RER12,PAO 
IN 	IMR12,PA1 
IN 	RER13,PAO 
IN 	IMR13,PA1 
IN 	RER14,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR14,PA1 

	

IN 	RER15,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR15,PA1 

	

IN 	RER16,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR16,PA1 

	

IN 	RER17,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR17,PA1 

	

IN 	RER18,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR18,PA1 

	

IN 	RER19,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR19,PA1 

	

IN 	RER20,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR20,PA1 

	

IN 	RER21,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR21,PA1 

	

IN 	RER22,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR22,PA1 

	

IN 	RER23,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR23,PA1 

	

IN 	RER24,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR24,PA1 

	

IN 	RER25,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR25,PA1 

	

IN 	RER26,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR26,PA1 

	

IN 	RER27,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR27,PA1 

	

IN 	RER28,PAO 

	

IN 	IMR28,PA1 

	

IN 	RER29,PAO 
IN 	IMR29,PA1 
IN 	RER30,PAO 
IN 	IMR30,PA1 
IN 	RER31,PAO 
IN 	IMR31,PA1 
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DFT 	Proceed to the DFT section. 

IOEND EQU 	 The label "IOEND" is assigned to 
the program memory location 
representing the end of the IO 
section. 

IOL EQU 	IOEND-I0 	"IOL" is the I/O section code 
length. 

OFFSET EQU 	>FFOO-I0 	"OFFSET" is the address offset 
required when branching to 
locations within the I/O section 
code in on-chip RAM memory. 

************************************************************ 

• DFT Section: In this section, the 32 complex input 
* samples are multiplied by a window and the even ordered 
* samples of the 32-point DFT are calculated. 

DFT LT 	W8 
MPY 	RER8 
PAC 
MPY 	RER24 
LTA 	WO 
SACH 	REX8,1 

MPY 	RERO 
LTA 	W8 
ADD 	RER16,15 
SACH 	RET1,1 

SUBH 	REX8 
SACH 	REM4,1 

MPY 	IMR8 
PAC 
MPY 	IMR24 
LTA 	WO 
SACH 	IMX8,1 

MPY 	IMR0 
LTA 	W4 
ADD 	IMR16,15 
SACH 	IMT1,1  

ReX8 = 2(1/2*W8*ReR8 + 
1/2*W8*ReR24) 

ReT1 = 2(1/2*ReX8 + 1/2*W0*ReR0 
+ 1/2*ReR16) 

ReM4 = 2(1/2*ReT1 - ReX8) 

ImX8 = 2(1/2*W8*ImR8 + 
1/2*W8*ImR24) 

ImT1 = 2(1/2*ImX8 + 1/2*W0*ImR0 
+ 1/2*ImR16) 
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SUBH 	IMX8 
SACH 	IMM4,1 ImM4 = 2(1/2*ImT1 - ImX8) 

MPY 	RER4 
LTP 	W12 
MPY 	RER20 
APAC 
SACH 	REX4,1 ReX4 = 2(1/2*W4*ReR4 + 

1/2*W12*ReR20) 

MPY 	RER12 
LTS 	W4 
MPY 	RER28 
SPAC 
SACH 	IMM12,1 -ImM12 	2(1/2*ReX4 - 

1/2*W12*ReR12 - 1/2*W4*ReR28) 

IMR12 
W4 
IMR28 
W14 
REM12,1 ReM12 	2(1/2*ImX4 - 

1/2*W12*ImR12 - 1/2*W4*ImR28) 

MPY 
LTS 
MPY 
LTS 
SACH 

MPY RER14 

SUBH 	REX4 
ADD 	RET1,15 
SACH 	REM3,1 

RET1 
RET15,1 	-ReT15 	2(1/2*ReM3 - ReT1) 

MPY 	IMR4 
LTP 	W12 
MPY 	IMR20 
APAC 
SACH 	IMX4,1 	ImX4 2(1/2*W4*ImR4 + 

1/2*W12*ImR20) 

SUBH 
SACH 

ReM3 = 2(1/2*(-ImM12) - ReX4 + 
1/2*ReT1) 

SUBH 	IMX4 
ADD 	IMT1,15 
SACH 	IMM3,1 

SUBH 	IMT1 
SACH 	IMT15,1 	-ImT15 	2(1/2*ImM3 - ImT1) 

ImM3 	2(1/2*ReM12 - ImX4 + 
1/2*ImT1) 



MPY 	IMR14 
LTP 	W2 
MPY 	IMR30 
LTA 	W6 
SACH 	IMX14,1 ImX14 — 2(1/2*W14*ImR14 + 

1/2*W2*ImR* * 
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* 

LTP 	W2 
MPY 	RER30 
LTA 	W6 
SACH 	REX14,1 	ReX14 = 2(1/2*W14*ReR14 + 

* 1/2*W2*ReR30) 

* 
* 

* 
* 

MPY 	RER6 
LTA 	W10 
MPY 	RER22 
LTA 	W14 
SACH 	RET5,1 

SUBH 	REX14 
SACH 	RET6,1 

ReT5 = 2(1/2*ReX14 + 1/2*W6*ReR6 
+ 1/2*W10*ReR22) 

ReT6 = 2(1/2*ReT5 - ReX14) 

* 
* 

* 
* 

MPY 	IMR6 
LTA 	W10 
MPY 	IMR22 
LTA 	W2 
SACH 	IMT5,1 

SUBH 	IMX14 
SACH 	IMT6,1 

MPY 	RER2 
LTP 	W14 
MPY 	RER18 
LTA 	W10 
SACH 	REX2,1 

ImT5 — 2(1/2*ImX14 + 1/2*W6*ImR6 
+ 1/2*W10*ImR22) 

ImT6 — 2(1/2*ImT5 - ImX14) 

ReX2 — 2(1/2*W2*ReR2 + 
* 1/2*W14*ReR18) 
* 

MPY 	RER10 
LTS 	W6 
MPY 	RER26 
LTS 	W2 
SACH 	RET4,1 ReT4 = 2(1/2*ReX2 - 

* 1/2*W10*ReR10 - 1/2*W6*ReR26) 
* 

SUBH 	REX2 
ADD 	RET5,15 
SACH 	IMM11,1 

* 1/2*ReT5) 
ImMll — 2(1/2*ReT4 - ReX2 + 



MPY 	IMR2 
LTP 	W14 
MPY 	IMR18 
LTA 	W10 
SACH 	IMX2,1 ImX2 = 2(1/2*W2*ImR2 + 

1/2*W14*ImR18) 

MPY 	IMR10 
LTS 	W6 
MPY 	IMR26 
LTS 	W13 
SACH 	IMT4,1 ImT4 	2(1/2*ImX2 - 

1/2*W10*ImR10 - 1/2*W6*ImR26) 

SUBH 	IMX2 
ADD 	IMT5,15 
SACH 	REM11,1 -ReM11 	2(1/2*ImT4 - ImX2 + 

1/2*ImT5) 

SUBH 	IMT5 
SUB 	IMT15,15 
SACH 	IMM2,1 

ADDH 	IMT15 
SACH 	IMT17,1 

ImM2 	2(1/2*(-ReM11) - ImT5 - 
1/2*(-ImT15)) 

-ImT17 	2(1/2*ImM2 + (-ImT15)) 

MPY 	RER13 
LTP 	W3 
MPY 	RER29 
LTA 	W5 
SACH 	REX13,1 ReX13 2(1/2*W13*ReR13 + 

1/2*W3*ReR29) 

MPY 	RER5 
LTA 	W11 
MPY 	RER21 
LTA 	W13 
SACH 	RET11,1 ReT11 	2(1/2*ReX13 + 

1/2*W5*ReR5 + 1/2*W11*ReR21) 

SUBH 	RET5 
SUB 	RET15,15 
SACH 	REM2,1 

ADDH 	RET15 
SACH 	RET17,1  

ReM2 	2(1/2*ImMll - ReT5 - 
1/2*(-ReT15)) 

-ReT17 	2(1/2*ReM2 + (-ReT15)) 
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MPY 	IMR13 
LTP 	W3 
MPY 	IMR29 
LTA 	W5 
SACH 	IMX13,1 ImX13 — 2(1/2*W13*ImR13 + 

1/2*W3*ImR29) * 

MPY 	RER11 
LTP 	W5 
MPY 	RER27 
LTA 	W3 
SACH 	REX11,1 ReX11 — 2(1/2*W11*ReR11 + 

1/2*W5*ReR27) * 

MPY 	RER3 
LTA 	W13 
MPY 	RER19 
LTA 	W11 
SACH 	RET9,1 ReT9 — 2(1/2*ReX11 + 1/2*W3*ReR3 

+ 1/2*W13*ReR19) * 
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SUBH 	REX13 
SACH 	RET12,1 	ReT12 — 2(1/2*ReT11 - ReX13) 

* 
* 

* 
MPY 	IMR5 
LTA 	W11 
MPY 	IMR21 
APAC 
SACH 	IMT11,1 

* 
* 

* 
* 

ImT11 — 2(1/2*ImX13 + 
1/2*W5*ImR5 + 1/2*W11*ImR21) 

SUBH 	IMX13 
SACH 	IMT12,1 	ImT12 — 2(1/2*ImT11 - ImX13) 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

SUBH 	REX11 
ADD 	RET12,15 
SACH 	RET25,1 

SUBH 	RET12 
SACH 	RET26,1 	-ReT26 — 2(1/2*ReT25 - ReT12) 

ReT25 — 2(1/2*ReT9 - ReX11 + 
1/2*ReT12) 

MPY 	IMR11 
LTP 	W5 
MPY 	IMR27 
LTA 	W3 
SACH 	IMX11,1 ImX11 — 2(1/2*W11*ImR11 + 

* 	 1/2*W5*ImR27) 
* 



MPY 
LTP 
MPY 
LTA 
SACH 

MPY 
LTS 
MPY 
SPAC 
SACH 

IMR7 
W9 
IMR23 
W15 
IMX7,1 

IMR15 
W1 
IMR31 

IMT14,1 
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MPY 	IMR3 
LTA 	W13 
MPY 	IMR19 
LTA 	W7 
SACH 	IMT9,1 	ImT9 = 2(1/2*ImX11 + 1/2*W3*ImR3 

+ 1/2*W13*ImR19) 

SUBH 	IMX11 
ADD 	IMT12,15 
SACH 	IMT25,1 	ImT25 = 2(1/2*ImT9 - ImX11 + 

1/2*ImT12) 

SUBH 	IMT12 
SACH 	IMT26,1 	-ImT26 	2(1/2*ImT25 - ImT12) 

MPY 	RER7 
LTP 	W9 
MPY 	RER23 
LTA 	W15 
SACH 	REX7,1 	ReX7 2(1/2*W7*ReR7 + 

1/2*W9*ReR23) 

MPY 	RER15 
LTS 	W1 
MPY 	RER31 
LTS 	W7 
SACH 	RET14,1 	ReT14 2(1/2*ReX7 - 

1/2*W15*ReR15 - 1/2*Wl*ReR31) 

SUBH 	REX7 
ADD 	RET9,15 
SACH 	RET21,1 	ReT21 2(1/2*ReT14 - ReX7 + 

1/2*ReT9) 

SUBH 	RET9 
SACH 	RET20,1 	-ReT20 = 2(1/2*ReT21 - ReT9) 

ImX7 = 2(1/2*W7*ImR7 + 
1/2*W9*ImR23) 

ImT14 	2(1/2*ImX7 - 
1/2*W15*ImR15  - 1/2*W1*ImR31) 



MPY 	IMR1 
LTP 	W15 
MPY 	IMR17 
LTA 	W9 
SACH 	IMX1,1 ImX1 — 2(1/2*W1*ImR1 + 

1/2*W15*ImR17) * 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

* 
SUBH 	IMX7 
ADD 	IMT9,15 
SACH 	IMT21,1 	ImT21 = 2(1/2*ImT14 - ImX7 + 

1/2*ImT9) 

SUBH 	IMT9 
SACH 	IMT20,1 	-ImT20 = 2(1/2*ImT21 - ImT9) 

MPY 	RER1 
LTP 	W15 
MPY 	RER17 
LTA 	W9 
SACH 	REX1,1 	ReX1 = 2(1/2*W1*ReR1 + 

* 1/2*W15*ReR17) 
* 

MPY 	RER9 
LTS 	W7 
MPY 	RER25 
LTS 	W1 
SACH 	RET8,1 	ReT8 — 2(1/2*ReX1 - 1/2*W9*ReR9 

* - 1/2*W7*ReR25) 
* 

SUBH 	REX1 
ADD 	RET11,15 
SACH 	RET19,1 	-ReT19 — 2(1/2*ReT8 - ReX1 + 

* 1/2*ReT11) 
* 

SUBH 	RET11 
SUB 	RET20,15 
SACH 	IMM10,1 	ImM10 — 2(-1/2*ReT19 - ReT11 - 

* 1/2*(-ReT20)) 
* 

ADDH 	RET20 
SUB 	RET17,15 
SACH 	REF8,1 	ReF(8) — 2(1/2*ImM10 + (-ReT20) 

- 1/2*(-ReT17)) 

ADDH 	RET17 
SACH 	REF0,1 	-ReF(0) — 2(1/2*ReF(8) + 

(-ReT17)) 
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* 
MPY 	IMR9 



LTS 	W7 
MPY 	IMR25 
LTS 	SIN2U 
SACH 	IMT8,1 ImT8 	2(1/2*ImX1 - 1/2*W9*ImR9 

- 1/2*W7*ImR25) 

IMX1 
IMT11,15 
IMT19,1 -ImT19 = 2(1/2*ImT8 - ImX1 + 

1/2*ImT11) 

SUBH 
ADD 
SACH 

IMT11 
IMT20,15 
REM10,1 -ReM10 	2(1/2*(-ImT19) - ImT11 

- 1/2*(-ImT20)) 

SUBH 
SUB 
SACH 

IMT20 
IMT17,15 
IMF8,1 ImF(8) 	2(1/2*(-ReM10) + 

(-ImT20) - 1/2*(-ImT17)) 

ADDH 
SUB 
SACH 

REM2,15 
REM10,15 
REF4,1 ReF(4) 	2(1/2*ReM2 - 

1/2*(-ReM10)) 

LAC 
SUB 
SACH 

IMM2,15 
IMM10,15 
IMF4,1 ImF(4) 	2(1/2*ImM2 + 1/2*ImM10) 

LAC 
ADD 
SACH 

MPY 
PAC 
SACH 
MPY 
SPAC 
SACH REM13,1 

IMT21 

TEMP — 2(1/2*SIN(2U)*ImT 21 ) TEMP,1 
IMT19 

ReM13 	2(1/2*SIN(2U)*ImT21 - 
1/2*SIN(2U)*(-ImT19 )) 
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ADDH 	IMT17 
SACH 	IMF0,1 -ImF(0) 	2(1/2*ImF(8) + 

(-ImT17)) 

ADDH 	REM10 
SACH 	REF12,1 ReF(12) 	2(1/2*ReF(4) + 

(-ReM10)) 

SUBH 	IMM10 
SACH 	IMF12,1 ImF(12) 	2(1/2*ImF(4) - ImM10) 



SUBH 	TEMP 
SACH 	IMM5,1 ImM5 — 2(1/2*ReM13 - 

SIN(2U)*ImT21) * 
* 
* 
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* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

MPY 	RET19 
PAC 
SACH 	TEMP,1 	TEMP — 2(1/2*SIN(2U)*(-ReT19)) 
MPY 	RET21 
LTS 	SINU 
SACH 	IMM13,1 	ImM13 — 2(1/2*SIN(2U)*(-ReT19) - 

1/2*SIN(2U)*ReT21) 

SUBH 	TEMP 	1/2*ReM5 — 1/2*ImM13 - 
SIN(2U)*(-ReT19) 

ADD 	REM3,15 
SUB 	REM11,15 
ADD 	REM13,15 
SACH 	REF2,1 	ReF(2) — 2(1/2*ReM5 + 1/2*ReM3 - 

* 1/2*(-ReM11) + 1/2*ReM13) * 
ADDH 	REM11 
SUBH 	REM13 
SACH 	REF14,1 	ReF(14) — 2(1/2*ReF(2) + 

* (-ReM11) - ReM13) * 
SUBH 	REM3 
SUBH 	REM11 
SACH 	REF6,1 	-ReF(6) — 2(1/2*ReF(14) - ReM3 - 

* (-ReM11) * 
ADDH 	REM11 
ADDH 	REM13 
SACH 	REF10,1 	-ReF(10) — 2(1/2*(-ReF(6)) + 

(-ReM11) + ReM13) 

LAC 	IMM5,15 
ADD 	IMM3,15 
ADD 	IMM11,15 
ADD 	IMM13,15 
SACH 	IMF2,1 	ImF(2) — 2(1/2*ImM5 + 1/2*ImM3 + 

* 1/2*ImMll + 1/2*ImM13) * 
SUBH 	IMM11 
SUBH 	IMM13 
SACH 	IMF14,1 	ImF(14) — 2(1/2*ImF(2) - ImMll - 

* ImM13) * 
SUBH 	IMM3 
ADDH 	IMM11 



MPY 
LTP 
MPY 
SPAC 
SACH 

MPY 
LTP 
MPY 
LTS 
SACH 

IMT23 
SIN3U 
IMT25 

RES15,1 

RET25 
SINU 
RET23 
SIN3U 
IMS15,1 
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SACH 	IMF6,1 	-ImF(6) = 2(1/2*ImF(14) - ImM3 + 
ImM11) 

ADDH 	IMM13 
SUBH 	IMM11 
SACH 	IMF10,1 	-ImF(10) 	2(1/2*(-ImF(6)) + Im13 

- ImM11) 

RET8,15 
RET14,15 
RET24,1 	ReT24 = 2(1/2*ReT8 - 1/2*ReT14) 

ADDH 	RET14 
SACH 	RET23,1 	ReT23 	2(1/2*ReT24 + ReT14) 

LAC 
SUB 
SACH 

LAC 
SUB 
SACH 

IMT8,15 
IMT14,15 
IMT24,1 	ImT24 	2(1/2*ImT8 - 1/2*ImT14) 

ADDH 	IMT14 
SACH 	IMT23,1 	ImT23 	2(1/2*ImT24 + ImT14) 

-ReS15 	2(1/2*(-SIN(U))*ImT23 - 
1/2*SIN(3U)*ImT25) 

-ImS15 	2(1/2*SIN(3U)*ReT25 - 
1/2*(-SIN(U))*ReT 23 ) 

MPY 	IMT23 
LTP 	SINU 
MPY 	IMT25 
APAC 
SACH 	RES16,1 	ReS16 	2(1/2*SIN(3U)*ImT23 + 

1/2*(-SIN(U))*ImT25 ) 

MPY 	RET25 
LTP 	SIN3U 
MPY 	RET23 
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* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 

LTA 	SIN2U 
SACH 	IMS16,1 	-ImS16 — 2(1/2*(-SIN(U))*ReT25 

+ 1/2*SIN(3U)*ReT23) 

MPY 	IMT6 
PAC 
SACH 	TEMP,1 	TEMP — 2(1/2*SIN(2U)*ImT6) 
MPY 	IMT4 
SPAC 
SACH 	IMM6,1 	-ImM6 — 2(1/2*SIN(2U)*ImT6 - 

1/2*SIN(2U)*ImT4) 

SUBH 	TEMP 	-1/2*ReM14 = -1/2*ImM6 - 
SIN(2U)*ImT6 

SUB 	REM12,15 
SACH 	RES13,1 	-ReS13 — 2(-1/2*ReM14 - 

1/2*ReM12) 

ADDH 	REM12 
ADD 	RES16,15 
SACH 	RES19,1 	ReS19 — 2(-1/2*ReS13 + ReM12 + 

1/2*ReS16) 

SUBH 	RES16 
SACH 	RES20,1 	ReS20 — 2(1/2*ReS19 - ReS16) 

MPY 	RET6 
PAC 
SACH 	TEMP,1 	TEMP — 2(1/2*SIN(2U)*ReT6) 
MPY 	RET4 
LTS 	COS3U 
SACH 	REM6,1 	-ReM6 — 2(1/2*SIN(2U)*ReT6 - 

1/2*SIN(2U)*ReT4) 

SUBH 	TEMP 	1/2*ImM14 — -1/2*ReM6 - 
SIN(2U)*ReT6 

SUB 	IMM12,15 
SACH 	IMS13,1 	ImS13 — 2(1/2*ImM14 - 

1/2*(-ImM12)) 

ADDH 	IMM12 
ADD 	IMS16,15 
SACH 	IMS19,1 	-ImS19 — 2(1/2*ImS13 + (-ImM12) + 

1/2*(-ImS16)) 
SUBI-! 	IMS16 
SACH 	IMS20,1 	-ImS20 — 2(-1/2*ImS19 - (-ImS16)) 



LAC 	REM4,15 
SUB 	REM6,15 
SACH 	RES5,1 ReS5 = 2(1/2*ReM4 - 1/2*(-ReM6)) 

LAC 	IMM4,15 
SUB 	IMM6,15 
SACH 	IMS5,1 ImS5 	2(1/2*ImM4 - 1/2*(-ImM6)) 

MPY 	RET24 
LTP 	COSU 
MPY 	RET26 
APAC 
SACH 	RES8,1 ReS8 = 2(1/2*(-COS(3U))*ReT24 + 

1/2*COS(U)*(-ReT26)) 

ADD 	RES5,15 
SUB 	RES13,15 
SUB 	RES15,15 
SACH 	REF1,1 ReF(1) 	2(1/2*ReS7 + 1/2*ReS5 - 

1/2*(-ReS13) - 1/2*(-ReS15)) 

SUBH 	RES5 
SUBH 	RES15 
SAC 	REF9,1 -ReF(9) 	2(1/2*ReF(15) - ReS5 - 

(-ReS15)) 

SUBH 	RES13 
ADDH 	RES15 
SACH 	REF7,1 -ReF(7) 	2(-1/2*ReF(9) - 

(-ReS13) + (-ReS15)) 
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MPY 	RET24 
LTP 	COS3U 
MPY 	RET26 
SPAC 

1/2*ReS7 	1/2*COS(U)*ReT24 - 
1/2*(-COS(3U))*(-ReT26) 

ADDH 	RES13 
ADDH 	RES15 
SACH 	REF15,1 	ReF(15) 	2(1/2*ReF(1) + 

(-ReS13) + (-ReS15)) 

MPY 	IMT24 
LTP 	COSU 
MPY 	IMT26 
APAC 
SACH 	IMS8,1 	ImS8 = 2(1/2*(-COS(3U))*ImT24  + 

1/2*COS(U)*( - ImT26 )) 



MPY 	IMT24 
LTP 	COS3U 
MPY 	IMT26 
SPAC 

1/2*ImS7 = 1/2*COS(U)*ImT24 - 
1/2*(-00S(3U))*(-ImT26) 

ADD 	IMS5,15 
ADD 	IMS13,15 
SUB 	IMS15,15 
SAC-! 	IMF1,1 	ImF(1) = 2(1/2*ImS7 + 1/2*ImS5 + 

1/2*ImS13 - 1/2*(-ImS15)) 

SUBH 	IMS13 
ADDH 	IMS15 
SACH 	IMF15,1 	ImF(15) = 2(1/2*ImF(1) -ImS13 + 

(-ImS15)) 

SUBH 	IMS5 
SUBH 	IMS15 
SACH 	IMF9,1 	-ImF(9) 	2(1/2*ImF(15) - ImS5 - 

* 	 (-ImS15)) 

ADDH 	IMS13 
ADDH 	IMS15 
SACH 	IMF7,1 	-ImF(7) 	2(-1/2*ImF(9) + ImS13 + 

(-ImS15)) 

LAC 	RES5,15 
ADDH 	REM6 
SUB 	RES8,15 
ADD 	RES20,15 
SACH 	REF13,1 	ReF(13) 	2(1/2*Re55 + (-ReM6) - 

1/2*ReS8 + 1/2*ReS20) 

SUBH 	RES20 
SACH 	REF3,1 	ReF(3) 	2(1/2*ReF(13) - Re520) 

ADDH 	RES8 
SUBH 	RES16 
SACH 	REF11,1 	ReF(11) = 2(1/2*ReF(3) + ReS8 - 

ReS16) 

ADDH 	RES19 
SACH 	REF5,1 	ReF(5) = 2(1/2*ReF(11) + ReS19) 

LAC 	IMS5,15 
ADDH 	IMM6 
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SUB 	IMS8,15 
SUB 	IMS20,15 
SACH 	IMF13,1 ImF(13) 	2(1/2*ImS5 + (-ImM6) - 

1/2*ImS8 - 1/2*(-ImS20)) * 

SUBH 	IMS19 
SACH 	IMF5,1 ImF(5) 	2(1/2*ImF(11) - 

(-ImS19)) 
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ADDH 	IMS20 
SACH 	IMF3,1 ImF(3) 	2(1/2*ImF(13) + 

(-ImS20)) 

ADDH 	IMS8 
ADDH 	IMS16 
SACH 	IMF11,1 	ImF(11) = 2(1/2*ImF(3) + ImS8 + 

(-ImS16)) 

This completes the DFT section of code. 

************************************************************ 

Decision Section: In this section, the square 
* magnitude of the output of the DFT is computed and a 
* decision is made as to which tones were present. It is 
* assumed that the input is made up of four 4-ary FSK 
* signals multiplexed in frequency. The DFT outputs are 
* related to the complex baseband locations of the signaling 
* bins as follows: 

F(0) -› 0 kHz 	 F(8) -4 320 kHz 
F(1)-+ 40 kHz 	 F(9) -+ -280 kHz 
F(2)-4. 80 kHz 	 F(10) -› -240 kHz 
F(3)-4 120 kHz 	F(11) -› -200 kHz 
F(4)-4 160 kHz 	F(12) -› -160 kHz 
F(5) 200 kHz 	F(13) 	-120 kHz 
F(6)-4 240 kHz 	F(14) -4 -80 kHz 
F(7)-› 280 kHz 	F(15) -4 -40 kHz 

Auxilliary register 1 is used for the temporary 
* storage of the decision results as decisions are made 
* for the next channel. The least two significant bits 
* represent the decoded symbol for channel 1, the next two 
* represent the decoded symbol for channel 2, the next two 
* represent the decoded symbol for channel 3, and the next 
* two represent the decoded symbol for channel 4. Eight 
* bits in total are required for the output. Axilliary 
* register 0 is used as a temporary scratch pad in the 
* decision making. 



SQRA 	REF9 
ZAC 
SQRA 	IMF9 
SQRA 	REF10 
SQRS 	IMF10 
SPAC 
BGZ 	LOCI. 

LARK AR1,1 

ZAC 
TEST11 

SQRA 
SQRS 
SPAC 
BGZ 

ZAC 
TEST12 

SQRA 
SQRS 
SQRS 
BGZ 

LARK 

SQRA 
REF11 
IMF11 

TEST12 

AR1,3 

SQRA 
REF12 
IMF12 
REF13 
TEST13 

AR1,2 

LARK 

REF11 
above with 1F(12)1 2 . 

Compare the greater of the 

TEST13 
SQRA 
SQRA 
SQRS 
SPAC 
BGZ 

ZAC 
IMF13 
REF14 
IMF14 

LOC2 

LARK 	AR0,4 

ZAC 
TEST15 

SQRA 
SQRS 
SPAC 
BGZ 

SQRA 	REF14 
REF15 	above with 1F(15)1 2 . 
IMF15 

TESTO 	Go to next test if IF(15)1 is 

Compare the greater of the 

Decision for channel 1: 
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Compare IF(9)1 2  with IF(10)1 2 . 

Go to LOCI if IF(9)1 is the 
larger, otherwise: 

Load axilliary register with data 
corresponding to symbol with 
frequency of F(10). 

REF10 	Compare the greater of the 
above with IF(11)1 2 . 

Go to next test if IF(11)1 is 
smaller, otherwise: 

Load axilliary register with data 
corresponding to symbol with 
frequency of F(11). 

Go to next test if IF(12)1 is 
smaller, otherwise: 

Load axilliary register with data 
corresponding to symbol with 
frequency of F(12). 

Decision for channel 2: 

Compare IF(13)1 2  with IF(14)1 2 . 

Go to LOC2 if IF(13)1 is the 
larger, otherwise: 

Load axilliary register with data 
corresponding to symbol with 
frequency of F(14). 



LARK 

ZAC 
TESTO SQRA 

SQRA 
SQRS 
SQRS 
BGZ 

LARI< 

REF15 
REFO 
IMFO 
REF1 
TEST1 

ARO , 8 

LARK 

ZAC 
TEST3 SQRA 

SQRA 
SQRS 
SPAC 
BGZ 

ZAC 
TEST4 SQRA 

SQRA 
SQRS 
SQRS 
BGZ 

LARK 

LARK 

REF2 
REF3 
IMF3 

TEST4 

AR0,48 

REF3 
REF4 
IMF4 
REFS 
TESTS 

AR0,32 

smaller, otherwise: 
AR0,12 	Load axilliary register with data 

corresponding to symbol with 
frequency of F(15). 
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Compare the greater of the 
above with IF(0)1 2 . 

Go to next test if IF(0)1 is 
smaller, otherwise: 

Load axilliary register with data 
corresponding to symbol with 
frequency of F(0). 

Decisions 

TEST1 ZAC 
MAR 
SQRA 
SQRA 
SQRS 
SPAC 
BGZ 

for channel 3: 

Compare IF(1)1 2  with IF(2)1 2 . 
*0+ 
IMF1 
REF2 
IMF2 

LOC3 	Go to LOC3 if IF(1)1 is the 
larger, otherwise: 

AR0,16 	Load axilliary register with data 
corresponding to symbol with 
frequency of F(2). 

Compare the greater of the 
above with 1F(3)1 2 . 

Go to next test if 1F(3)1 is 
smaller, otherwise: 

Load axilliary register with data 
corresponding to symbol with 
frequency of F(3). 

Compare the greater of the 
above with  F(4) 1 2 .  

Go to next test if IF(4)1 is 
smaller, otherwise: 

Load axilliary register with data 
corresponding to symbol with 
frequency of F(4). 

Decisions for channel 4: 

TEST5 ZAC Compare IF(5) 1 2  with 1F(6)1 2 . 
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MAR 	*0+ 	Store result for the previous 
channel. 

SQRA 	IMF5 
SQRA 	REF6 
SQRS 	IMF6 
SPAC 
BGZ 	LOC4 	Go to LOC4 if IF(5)1 is the 

larger, otherwise: 
LARK 	AR0,64 	Load axilliary register with data 

corresponding to symbol with 
frequency of F(6). 

ZAC 
TEST7 SQRA 	REF6 	Compare the greater of 

SQRA 	REF7 	the above with IF(7) 12. 
SQRS 	IMF7 
SPAC 
BGZ 	TEST8 	Go to next test if IF(7)1 is 

smaller, otherwise: 
LARK 	AR0,192 	Load axilliary register with data 

corresponding to symbol with 
frequency of F(7). 

ZAC 

	

TEST8 SQRA 	REF7 	Compare the greater of 

	

SQRA 	REF8 	the above with IF(8)1 2 . 

	

SQRS 	IMF8 
SPAC 
BLZ 	L005+OFFSET Go to L005 if IF(8)1 is 

the greater, otherwise: 
LOC6+OFFSET Go to LOC6. 

	

LOCI LARK 	AR1,0 	Load axilliary register with data 
corresponding to symbol with 
frequency of F(9). 

TEST11 	Go to next test. 

	

LOC2 LARK 	AR0,0 	Load axilliary register with data 
corresponding to symbol with 
frequency of F(13). 

TESTIS 	Go to next test. 

	

LOC3 LARK 	AR0,0 	Load axilliary register with data 
corresponding to symbol with 
frequency of F(1). 

TEST3 	Go to next test. 

	

LOC4 LARK 	AR0,0 	Load axilliary register with data 
corresponding to symbol with 
frequency of F(5). 

TEST7 	Go to next test. 

END 
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